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2707861 THE AGE OF EDISON: Electric Light and the Invention of Modern America. By Ernest Freeberg. Weaves a narrative that reaches from Coney Island to the tiniest towns of rural America, tracing the progress of electric light through the reactions of everyone who saw it, the wonder and excitement driven by the invention that, more than any other, marked the arrival of modernity. Book Club Edition. 354 pages. S&S. Orig.Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

7600448 THE POISON PATRIARCH: How the Betrayals of Joseph P. Kennedy Caused the Assassination of JFK. By Mark Shaw. Focusing for the first time on why Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy wasn’t killed in 1963 instead of on why President John F. Kennedy was, Shaw offers a stunning and provocative assassination theory that leads directly to the family patriarchy. Joseph P. Kennedy, 260 pages. Paperback. $8.95


265880X TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE. By Solomon Northup. Lost for nearly a century, this reprinted biography graphically exposes the evils of slavery in a riveting, real, and personal saga. Once a free man living in Saratoga Springs, New York, Solomon Northup was kidnapped in 1841, and forced into twelve torturous years of slavery. 336 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

3590117 DOMESTIC INVESTIGATIONS AND OPERATIONS GUIDE. By Federal Bureau of Investigation. Recently declassified, this controversial FBI manual shows you firsthand how powerful this organization is and the lengths to which they can go during an investigation, includes sections on privacy, civil liberties, legal authority, monitoring devices, reporting of criminal activity, and more. 258 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

457295X DESTINY BETRAYED, SECOND EDITION: JFK, Cuba, and the Garrison Case. By James DiEugenio. This new edition presents the most current information on Kennedy’s mysterious assassination, like the newly exposed fallacies of the Warren Commission, Kennedy’s withdrawal plan from Vietnam, the ARRB medical inquiry demonstrating conspiracy and cover-up, and flaws in the original investigation. 474 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5899969 LEE HARVEY OSWALD—48 HOURS TO LIVE: Oswald, Kennedy, and the Conspiracy That Will Not Die. By Steven M. Gillon. This riveting account follows Lee Harvey Oswald for the 48 hours after the Kennedy assassination in search of answers to the question that has been troubling Americans for the past five decades: Why did he shoot JFK? 8 pages. 295 pages. Durting. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95


3765884 DOMESTIC INVESTIGATIONS AND OPERATIONS GUIDE. By Federal Bureau of Investigation. Recently declassified, this controversial FBI manual shows you firsthand how powerful this organization is and the lengths to which they can go during an investigation, includes sections on privacy, civil liberties, legal authority, monitoring devices, reporting of criminal activity, and more. 258 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5821282 MELTDOWN IN TIBET: China’s Reckless Destruction of Ecosystems from the Highlands of Tibet to the Deltas of Asia. By Michael Buckley. Chronicles China’s human rights abuses against Tibetans, forcibly removed from their lands to make way for mining and hydropower projects. Tums the spotlight on the darkest, most dangerous side of China’s emergence as a global superpower. 462 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $27.00 $14.95

4622413 GLIMPSESING HEAVEN: The Stories and Science of Life After Death. By Judy Bachrach. What happens after we die? It’s a question we have always asked. Here, Bachrach shares nine stories of people who have died and returned to life, together with the work and findings of those vanguard scientists who research afterlife experiences. 249 pages. National Geographic Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

5775197 AMERICA’S GREAT DEBATE: Henry Clay, Stephen A. Douglas, and the Compromise That Preserved the Union. By Ferguson M. Bardochnik. When California petitioned for admission to the Union in 1849, a dispute ignited over whether the state would be slave or free. The epic story of the resulting Senate debate and subsequent Compromise of 1850 is detailed here. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of illus. 480 pages. S&S. Orig. Pub. at $30.00 $3.95
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behind hundreds of commonly carved directions and detailed maps, the meaning brings to life their importance.

815000 LOST LOS ANGELES. By D. Evanisko & J. Kos. Looks at the city through time, progress, and fashion swept aside. Outmoded forms of transport and old sports venues are featured alongside many forgotten Los Angeles architectural treasures. Illustrations include: Court of Flight, The Pink Palace, Old Chinatown, Los Angeles High School, SS Catalina, and many more. Well illus., some in color. 143 pages. Pavilion. 11x9.9. Import. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

5891700 PALISADES: 100,000 Acres in 100 Years. By Robert B. In術d. A history and celebration of the unique series of parklands, most wide in sight of the Empire State Building, that is Palisades Interstate Park. Beautiful places, even within the shadow of urban sprawl, are worth saving, and environmental wisdom can prevail from generation to generation. Photos. 406 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

4634705 THE LAST DAYS OF DETROIT: Motor Cars, Motown and the Collapse of an Industrial Giant. By Mark Binelli. Presents the story of Detroit—the boom and the bust—and of the new society to be found emerging from the debris: Detroit with its urban farms and vibrant local economy; its new lability and fluidity; its post-industrial, post-recession world. Photos. 318 pages. Bodley Head. Import. $36.95

5814197 ENTERPRISING MINNESOTA: 150 Years of Business Pioneers. By Stephen George. Filled with stories of the men and women throughout Minnesota's rich history who created exceptional businesses. This collection honors the creativity, tenacity, and boldness that shaped Minnesota, illus. 226 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $22.95. $9.95

5850801 NEW MEXICO MYTHS & LEGENDS, SECOND EDITION: The True Stories Behind History's Mysteries. By Donna Ingham. From the legendary chupacabra to the mysterious Marfa Lights, buried treasure to lingering ghosts, there are 14 mind-boggling tales from the Lone Star State that will both thrill you and chill you to the bone. 184 pages. Lone Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

5873224 TEXAS MYTHS & LEGENDS: The True Stories Behind History's Mysteries. By Donna Ingham. From the legendary chupacabra to the mysterious Marfa Lights, buried treasure to lingering ghosts, there are 14 mind-boggling tales from the Lone Star State that will both thrill you and chill you to the bone. 184 pages. Lone Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

5873267 THE HISTORY OF THE HUDSON RIVER VALLEY: From the Civil War to Modern Times. By Graham Russell Gao. Picking up after The History of the Hudson River Valley: From Wilderness to the Civil War, Benjamin continues his enthralling regional saga with this volume. An engaging, readable, and comprehensive history of one of America's most significant and culturally important regions. 32 pages of photos, most color. 269 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $45.00. $32.95

5913993 GOTHAM RISING: New York in the 1930s. By Jules Stewart. In what was perhaps the most significant decade in New York city's history, the rise of the Great Depression and the New Deal, the era of the great Slim, with its political machinations, this deftly woven narrative captures the people—lower class immigrants for the most part—who make up New York's cabdriver community, and charts their struggle for the American dream. Photos. 222 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

5789247 TAXI! A Social History of the New York City Cabdriver. By Graham Russell Gao. Historic and racial strife among cabbies to ruthless competition and political machinations, this deftly woven narrative captures the people—lower class immigrants for the most part—who make up New York's cabdriver community, and charts their struggle for the American dream. Photos. 222 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95


4566025 AMERICA, VOLUME III: The Last Best Hope. By William J. Bennett. Chronicles America’s recent and momentous history: the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of global Communism; sweeping changes in political and popular culture; the war in Iraq; and the election of America’s first African American president. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

4593227 FOUNDING MYTHS, REVISED EDITION: Stories That Hide Our Patriotic Past. In this revised 20th anniversary edition, the author revisits the original myths and further explores their evolution over time, uncovering new stories and exploring new, unexplained series of misinformation. This new edition also examines the current highly politicized debates over America’s past. Illus. 420 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

599518ngrx TRAIL OF THE ASSASSINS: One Man’s Quest to Solve the Murder of President Kennedy. By Jim Garrison. The former New Orleans D.A.’s investigation of the assassination, and the odd conspiracy theories involving fairy women, the CIA, Cuban exiles, and more. 342 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

396555 THE KILLED OUR PRESIDENT: 67 Reasons to Believe There Was a Conspiracy to Assassinate JFK. By Jesse Ventura et al. Marking the 50th anniversary of JFK’s assassination, this expose uncovers even more possible suspects, including the CIA, Kennedy’s Jewish advisors, and the Warren Commission. 352 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5732409 THE HANDY STATE-BY-STATE ANSWER BOOK: Faces, Places, and Famous Dates for All Fifty States. By Samuel Willard Crompton. Explores the history, government, politics, people, and unique character of each of the 50 states. It covers the events and personalities that influenced and shaped the states’ development, and includes challenges to standard reference works. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95


5774985 GUMPTION: Relighting the Torch of Freedom with America’s Gutsiest Troubleshooters. By Cameron, the legendary holds of Parks & Recreation and the mind behind Paddle Your Own Canoe is back with his second book, humorously highlighting a pantheon of 21 great Americans. 355 pages. George Washington University Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


5784832 FAUSTIAN BARGAINS: Lyndon Johnson and Mac Wallace in the Rubber Baron Culture of Texas. By Joan Mellen. Using crucial LIFE magazine and Naval Intelligence files and Mac Wallace’s unpublished FBI file, Mellen skillfully connects these two disparate lives and lends stark credibility to the dark side of Lyndon Johnson that has largely gone unsubstantiated. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Bloomberg. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5728817 A FAREWELL TO JUSTICE, REBECCA CORNISH, JFK’s Assassination, and the Case That Should Have Changed History. By Joan Mellen. Working with thousands of unreleased documents and drawing on more than one thousand interviews with many witnesses, Mellen tells the story of a first attempt to speak out for the first time. Mellen revisits the investigation of New Orleans district attorney Jim Garrison, the only public official to have indicted a suspect in JFK’s murder. 647 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

5889065 THE TWENTIETH CENTURY IN 100 MOMENTS: A Visual History. By H. Rounds & A. Reinhardt. Experience the American 20th century through 100 iconic objects, movements, and people. Shedding light on a nation’s collective story, this compelling and vibrantly illustrated narrative untangles these key themes: Celebrity, Discovery and Invention; Living, Singing, and Triumph. 250 pages. Zenith. 9x11x11. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

4537351 CENSORED 2013: Dispatches from the Media Revolution. By Mickey Huff et al. A shocking collection of the top censored news stories and media analysis from 2011–2012. Whether neglected by corporate media or deliberately hidden from the public eye, these shocking truths include Signs of an Emerging Police State; U.S. Allies with Al-Qaeda in Syria; FBI Working with Mexican Drug Lords; and more. 446 pages. Seven Stories. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4630610 67 SHOTS: Kent State and the End of American Innocence. By Howard Means. Using the university’s recently available oral history collection supplemented by extensive interviews, Means writes an explicit and strident story of the Kent State shootings of 1970, through the eyes and memories of those who were there, and situates it in the context of a country in turmoil. 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

5796032 THE MALARIA PROJECT: The U.S. Government’s Secret Mission to Find a Miracle Cure. By Karen M. Masterson. A fascinating and shocking historical expose of a secret government-funded project to combat malaria during World War II—a campaign modeled after a German project that tested experimental drugs on men gone mad from syphilis. 406 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

5818168 THE MALARIA PROJECT: The U.S. Government’s Secret Mission to Find a Miracle Cure. By Karen M. Masterson. A fascinating and shocking historical expose of a secret government-funded project to combat malaria during World War II—a campaign modeled after a German project that tested experimental drugs on men gone mad from syphilis. 406 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

5859417 AMERICAN WOMAN, ITALIAN STYLE. Ed. by C.B. Albricht & C.P. Moore. Offers unique insights into issues of gender and ethnicity and is a voice for the less heard and less seen side of the Italian-American experience from immigrant times to the present. This collection of over 1000 pages of interviews with writers with a wide-range of backgrounds, outlooks, ideas and experiences. A look at being and becoming an American. Photos. 363 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95
**General American History**

**7656084: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF THE JFK ASSASSINATION:** The Definitive Account of the Most Controversial Crime of the Twentieth Century. By Lamar Wadron. 16 pages of photos. 519 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $28.00 **$19.95**


**7655967: FIFTY STATES: Every Question Answered.** By Lott Band Jr. 392 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $24.95 **$16.95**

**649658X: THE ICONOGRAPHY OF MANHATTAN ISLAND:** By Isaac Newton Phelps Stokes. Martino Fine Books. 18 pages. Pub. at $75.00 **$179.95**

**4548812: THE WHISTLEBLOWER'S DILEMMA:** Snowden, Silkwood and Their Quest for the Truth. By Richard Roth. 205 pages. Delphiunn. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

**3675181: THE WITCHES: Salem, 1692,** by Stacy Schiff. With cracking detail and lyrical prose, Schiff provides an electrifying, fresh view of a seminal episode in American history—the Salem witch trials. In weaving a mesmerizing tapestry of popular culture, history, and religious fervor, she brings early American anxieties to the fore and allies them brilliantly with our own. Color illus. 498 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $32.00 **$19.95**

**3608123: MASSACRE ON THE MERRIMACK:** Hannah Duston’s Captivity and Revenge in Colonial America. By Jay Atkinson. Examines the period in American history when French Catholicism fed for control of America. The bloody deeds of Hannah Duston—who escaped her Native American captors and returned to her settlement of Haverhill, Massachusetts, with a motley collection of scalps—passed into history. 309 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95 **$19.95**

**5829902: CITY BUILDING ON THE EASTERN FRONTIER: Sorting the New Nineteenth-Century City.** By Diane Shaw. Examines the growth of America’s cities, from the growth of cities on the frontiers to the rise of the modern metropolis. 228 pages. UPNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 **$20.00**

**6372406: FIFTY STATES: Every Question Answered.** By Peter Orner. 389 pages. Verso. Pub. at $17.95 **$12.95**

**3658496: DUTCH NEW YORK BETWEEN EAST & WEST,** ed. by D.L. Krohn & P.N. Miller. This lavish volume explores the world of a fascinating woman, Margarita van Varick, her family, and the possessions of her family. 331 pages. Fullill. Illus. in color. 399 pages. Yale. $14.95 **$15.95**


**179213X: HOME LIFE IN COLONIAL DAYS.** By Alice Morse. With 248 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 **$6.95**

**4556062: THE HEATHEN SCHOOL: A Story of Hope and Betrayal in the Age of the Early Republic.** By John Demos. 337 pages. Knopl. Pub. at $30.00 **$5.95**

**5768996: PEACEABLE KINGDOM:** The Paxton Boys and the Destruction of William Penn’s Holy Experiment. By Ken Kley. The Paxton Boys were a band of Pennsylvanians in the late 18th century who resisted British rule and sought to establish a more democratic society. Their movement was eventually crushed by the British army, but their ideas and ideals continued to influence later generations. 248 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. **$28.95**

**4522877: A BRIEF GUIDE TO NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS & LEGENDS.** By Lewis Spence. This thorough and thoughtful rewriting of Lewis Spence’s seminal Myths and Legends of North American Indians uses the oral tradition to recreate the history and culture of Native Americans, their lifestyle, culture, and religion/mythology. 309 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 **$9.95**

**5839548: SEPARATE PEOPLES, ONE LAND: The Masts of Cherokees, Blacks, and Whites on the Tennessee Frontier.** By Cynthia Cumler. Examining the mental worlds of the major groups interacting in a borderland setting, Cumler offers a broad, multinational perspective on the development of the Tennessee frontier in the Revolutionary and early national periods, leading up to the era of rapid westward expansion and Cherokee removal. 324 pages. UPNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 **$19.95**

**2751879: EMPIRE OF THE SUMMER MOON,** by S.C. Gwynne. Vivid account of the forty-year battle between Comanche Indians and white settlers for control of the American West. Shows how warfare, diplomacy, and alliances were shaped, and how the conflict was handled, and yielded a new approach to urban planning. 359 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $28.00 **$17.00**

**5774929: NATIVE AMERICAN SURVIVAL SKILLS.** By W. Ben Hunt. Teaches an appreciation for the natural world around us, a view that the author learned from his own ancestors and from Native American tribes. An instructional guide on survival skills, it also includes Hunt’s deep understanding of Native American culture. Fullill. Illus. 286 pages. Paperbound. **$9.95**

**581345X: ABSARAKA, HOME OF THE CROWS: A Military Wife’s Journal Retelling Life on the Plains and Red Cloud’s War.** By Margaret Carrington. Originally published in 1884. A rare look at the life of Fort Phil Kearny, captures the terrors that ultimately led to the worst and bloodiest blunder of the Indian Wars before the Battle of Little Bighorn ten years later. 284 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**4555783: TO YOU WE SHALL RETURN: Lessons About Our Planet from the Lakota.** By Joseph M. Marshall III. Describes the Lakota's meditation on our relationship to the land and the need to respect it, the author uses anecdotes, detailed history, and Lakota tales to take us back to his childhood and reveal our own lost relationship with the wilderness and its precious resources. 184 pages. Sterling. pub. at $17.95 **$4.95**

**2716062: THE WRATH OF COCICHE: The Bascom Affair and the Origins of the Apache Conflict.** By Terry T. By the twelve-year-old son of Arizona rancher John Ward was kidnapped by Apache. Ward blamed a band of Chiricahua led by the infamous Apache warrior Cochise. In this gripping narrative, Morton explores the collision of two radically different cultures and the bloody conflict that followed. 237 pages. Cassell. Pub. at $17.00 **$7.95**

**5905206: THE WRATH OF COCICHE.** By Terry Morton. A meticulously researched exploration of the collision of two radically different cultures and a masterful account of one of the bloodiest conflicts in American frontier history. Photos. 331 pages. Constable. Paperbound Import. **$5.95**

**7669887: I WILL TELL OF MY WAR STORY:** A Pictorial Account of the Nez Perce War. By M. Thompson. Reproduces and produces a series of drawings by an anonymous Indian artist who fought alongside Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce. In this gripping narrative, Morton explores the collision of two radically different cultures and the bloody conflict that followed. 558 pages. UPNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 **$22.95**

**7190594: GEORGE HAMMOND: Apache Renegade.** By George S. Falla. The American government relocated the Apache to reservations, breaking treaties and agreements. General was a courageous warrior—or a cruel one? This biography will lead you to believe both. Waterb ills illustrated, some in color. 124 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $12.95 **$3.95**

**See more titles at erhbc.com/976**
4585313 ROOSEVELT AND STALIN: Portrait of a Partnership. By Susan Butler. Out of the tumult of WWI came the unlikeliest of geopolitical partnerships, which leaders of the capitalist and Communist worlds became more than allies of convenience. Here, Butler offers a rare portrait of this uneasy but crucial collaboration, with an emerging political history. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $6.95.

5919576 RESISTANCE: A Philosophy of Modern Political Life. By Howard Caygill. Tackling the challenge of fighting against the forces that make up resistance, teasing out its conceptual nuances and its affiliations to concepts of repression, reform and revolution, Caygill reflects upon its contemporary manifestations to identify which aspects of political resistance are most enduring today. This work gives you greater understanding of the key ideas that matter in our political charged times. 327 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.


587176X THE NEW DEMOCRATS AND THE POWER OF IDEAS. By John M. Calcagno and Martin Luther King Jr. By John Calcagno. Examining how the Bible’s libertarian texts were deployed and disputed at critical junctures in British and American history, Calcagno explores the Exodus story carried one of the big ideas from John Calvin to Martin Luther King Jr. 266 pages. Palgrave. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95.

5918448 POLITICAL WRITINGS, 1953-1993. By Maurice Blanchot. This volume contains nine of Blanchot’s most important political writings from 1953 to 1993, from the French-Algerian War and the mass movements of May 1968 to postwar developments in Europe and beyond. The extensive editorial work done for the original French edition is included and makes a major contribution to our understanding of Blanchot’s work. 200 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. $6.95.

5942993 THE WAY FORWARD: Renewing the American Idea. By Paul Ryan. Read by Jonathan Davis. Republican Paul Ryan shares his vision of the future of the U.S., examining the state of the Republican Party and analyzing its future challenges, incorporating his personal story, the book offers its critique of Progressive conservatism and emphasizes the conservative values with which to address our deepest concerns and highest ideals. Nine hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. $35.00. PRICE CUT to $6.95.

4629027 THE CLOSING OF THE LIBERAL MIND: How Graffiti, Videotape, and Intolerance Define the Left. By Kim R. Holmes. In this analysis, Holmes argues that today’s liberalism has forsaken its American roots, incorporating instead the authoritarian, anti- clerical, and anti-capitalist prejudices of the radical and largely European Left. This makes it a new danger to the once venerable tradition of liberal political thought. 362 pages. Encounter Books. $30.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

4641604 RELIC: How Our Constitution Undermines Effective Government, and Why We Need a More Powerful Presidency. By W.G. Howell & T.M. Macfie. The Constitution was designed for a small agrarian society, but it is ill-equipped to address the serious social problems that arise in a complex post-industrial nation. Updating this discussion through new throes of democracy, this book that push Congress and all its pathologies aside and bring center of decision-making. 234 pages. Basic. $14.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

5918638 FEVER SWAMP: A Journey Through the Strange Neverland of the 1980s Presidential Race. By John F. Harrington. Patterson accepted an invitation to write one column per week for The Huffington Post about the presidential race. Those columns were compiled and from Kristof to Scahill, this volume distills the essence of the books, pamphlets, and speeches of the major leaders and great thinkers that drove real-world change. Whether you are a conservative, liberal, radical, or socialist, this book makes a major contribution to our understanding of the relationship between human desire, the political, and the real world. 594 pages. Knopf. $35.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.


5876044 THE ALL NEW DON’T MAKE ME AN ELEPHANT! Know Your Values and Frame the Debate. By George Lakoff. A follow-up to Lakoff’s original work on political debate and messaging, presenting new strategies on how to frame today’s essential issues. He delves deeper into how new political works, how it has evolved, how to speak to those who tow the line between conservative worldviews, and more. 168 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $13.95.

5859654 FREEDOM AND LAW: A Jewish-Christian Apologetics. By Randi Rashkover. Offers a provocative new view of the relationship between human desire, the political, and the real world. By George Lakoff. A follow-up to Lakoff’s original work on political debate and messaging, presenting new strategies on how to frame today’s essential issues. He delves deeper into how new political works, how it has evolved, how to speak to those who tow the line between conservative worldviews, and more. 168 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $13.95.

5876044 THE ALL NEW DON’T MAKE ME AN ELEPHANT! Know Your Values and Frame the Debate. By George Lakoff. A follow-up to Lakoff’s original work on political debate and messaging, presenting new strategies on how to frame today’s essential issues. He delves deeper into how new political works, how it has evolved, how to speak to those who tow the line between conservative worldviews, and more. 168 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $13.95.

5916899 TRICKLE DOWN TYRANNY: Crushing Obama’s Dream of the Socialist States of America. By Michael Savage. The one book you need to stop Obama’s emerging dictatorship before we all lose our constitutional, God-given rights. These 300 pages show you the dangerous laws and power grabs of the Obama regime, and what we can do to stop this leftist gang. 325 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.

5853477 STOP THE COMING CIVIL WAR: My Savage Truth. By Michael Savage. Read by Barry Baer. The radio talk show host makes his case for changing the current government as he lays bare the liberal, radical Left’s plan to eat away at the principles that hold our nation together. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. $30.00. $6.95.

5910124 TRICKLE DOWN TYRANNY: Crushing Obama’s Dream of the Socialist States of America. By Michael Savage. The one book you need to stop Obama’s emerging dictatorship before we all lose our constitutional, God-given rights. These 300 pages show you the dangerous laws and power grabs of the Obama regime, and what we can do to stop this leftist gang. 325 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95.

5853477 STOP THE COMING CIVIL WAR: My Savage Truth. By Michael Savage. Read by Barry Baer. The radio talk show host makes his case for changing the current government as he lays bare the liberal, radical Left’s plan to eat away at the principles that hold our nation together. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. $30.00. $6.95.

5853477 STOP THE COMING CIVIL WAR: My Savage Truth. By Michael Savage. Read by Barry Baer. The radio talk show host makes his case for changing the current government as he lays bare the liberal, radical Left’s plan to eat away at the principles that hold our nation together. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. $30.00. $6.95.

5853477 STOP THE COMING CIVIL WAR: My Savage Truth. By Michael Savage. Read by Barry Baer. The radio talk show host makes his case for changing the current government as he lays bare the liberal, radical Left’s plan to eat away at the principles that hold our nation together. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. $30.00. $6.95.
International Political History

5787766 THE OXFORD COMPANION TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, ed. by J. Rosamond. 1000 comprehensive entries on international, political and social issues with articles written by renowned scholars in the field of international relations. Includes invaluable bibliographies and suggestions for further readings for each article to aid research. 1,166 pages in two volumes. $140.00

5788524 CRISIS, REVOLUTION, AND RUSSIAN JUDAISM, by Jonathan Steinberg. 324 pages. Cambridge. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

5800444 THE BURMA SPRING, by Renata Pederson. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 536 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 7.95

5833167 DISCOVERING IMPELALISM: Social Democracy to World War I, ed. by R.B. Day & D. Gaido. 951 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. $50.00 7.95

5870208 SYRIAN NOTEBOOKS, by Jonathan Littell. 246 pages. Verso. Pub. at $24.95 6.95


5910145 THE CHINA MIRAGE: The Hidden History of American Disaster in Asia, by James Bradley. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Taking the reader from the nineteenth century through WWII, Bradley challenges conventional American assumptions about China have distorted our domestic and foreign policies and led to the avoidable deaths of millions. Thrillingly told, the author dynamically explores the troubled history of China through 550 photos. 556 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $37.00 6.95

5811957 THE IMPERIAL CRUSADE: A Secret History of Empire and War, by James Bradley. In the summer of 1905, President Theodore Roosevelt dispatched the President Theodore Roosevelt. The result was the largest diplomatic mission in American history. Led by Secretary of War William Howard Taft, the group traveled to Asia, where they negotiated (and soon disavowed) a series of secret (and wholly unconstitutional) agreements that laid the groundwork for America’s Pacific engagement. Photos. 367 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 2.95


American Foreign Policy

4560329 RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY: How Franklin D. Roosevelt and Five Extraordinary Men Took America into the War and into the World, by Michael Fullilove. Skillfully recounts an underappreciated aspect of F.D.R.’s statecraft and his deployment of envoys in the service of a strategy that would change the course of history. Hellelil, Donovan, Hopkins, Willkie, and Harriman that ensured his campaign to awaken America from isolationism. Photos. 468 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 3.95

5913721 WHEN AMERICA FIRST MET CHINA, by Eric Jay Dolin. The author illustrates one of the least understood areas of American history as he traces our fraught relationship with China back to its roots: the unforgiving 19th-century seas that separated a brash, rising naval power from a battered ancient empire. An epic tale of opium smugglers, sea pirates, and dueling clipper ships unfolds here. Illus., some in color. 394 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95 7.95

5780209 KISSINGER’S SHADOW: The Long Reach of America’s Most Controversial Statesman, by Greg Grandin. Going beyond accounts focusing on either Kissinger’s crimes or accomplishments, Grandin offers a compelling new interpretation of the diplomat’s career and the efforts of the United States views its role in the world. 270 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $28.00 6.95

5834511 THE GENERAL VERSUS THE PRESIDENT: MacArthur and Truman at the Brink of War, by Charles Bruch. This thrilling narrative places two men—President Harry Truman and General Douglas MacArthur—on a collision course that put the fragile peace intact following WWII at risk, and plunge America into a constitutional crisis. Brands has created an unforgettable portrait of an untold president forging a new era of American greatness. 16 pages of photos, 438 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 21.95

5742102 THE COMPLETE INFELDS GUIDE TO IRAN, by Robert Spencer. Exposes the true nature of the threat that is posed by the Islamic Republic, lays out what America needs to do to deal with this threat, and gives all the information you need about America’s least understood yet potentially most lethal foe. 361 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 14.95

5860699 A NATION WITHOUT BORDERS: The United States and Its World in an Age of Civil Wars, 1830-1910, by Steven Hahn. In this ambitious study of American imperial expansion and capitalist development, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian and MacArthur fellow Steven Hahn takes on the conventional histories of the nineteenth century and offers a perspective that has defined 1,500 pages. W. W. Norton & Co. 56.95

5828481 THIS VAST SOUTHERN EMPIRE: Slaveholders at the Helm of American Foreign Policy, by Matthew Karp. Explores the international vision and strategic opportunities the slaveholders leaders who controlled the main levels of foreign policy inside an increasingly powerful American state in the years before the Civil War. Illus. 360 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95 24.95

5549208 IKE’S GAMBLE: America’s Rise to Dominance in the Middle East, by Michael Doran. The Suez Crisis of 1956 is one of the most important and most studied events in the history of U.S. engagement in the Middle East. Doran shows how the story, Doran shows how the crisis taught President Eisenhower that Israel, not Egypt, would have to be America’s ally in the region. 292 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $28.00 6.95

5910145 THE CHINA MIRAGE: The Hidden History of American Disaster in Asia, by James Bradley. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Taking the reader from the nineteenth century through WWII, Bradley challenges conventional American assumptions about China have distorted our domestic and foreign policies and led to the avoidable deaths of millions. Thrillingly told, the author dynamically explores the troubled history of China through 550 photos. 556 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $37.00 6.95


5903246 THE STORY OF THE WORLD: From Prehistory to the Present, by W.B. Saxlert. This masterly global history narrates the great and small events that have shaped our planet, from its creation right up to present day. The great religions, civilizations, peoples and empires are folded into a sweeping account that spills over with fascinating details, facts and figures. 512 pages. Amherst. Import. Pub. at $34.95 7.95

5773334 WORLD HISTORY IN MINUTES: 200 Key Events Explained in an Instant, by T. Wood & D. All. This compact reference is your perfect guide to the most significant events in world history. Comes with timelines, illustrations, and diagrams, it covers 200 major events, important movements, and influential figures that have shaped the story of humanity. 416 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 6.95

5796531 A BRIEF HISTORY OF TEA: The Extraordinary Story of the World’s Favorite Drink, by Roy Mackal. Behind the wholesome image of the world’s most popular drink lies a strangely murky and often violent past. Mosham explores the history of tea from the seventeenth century to today. His research reflects literature, cookbooks, and personal experiences to reveal the fascinating world story. Illus. 258 pages. Robinson. Paperbound Import. 4.95

5664400 1913: In Search of the World Before the Great War, by Charles Emmerson. In this illuminating history, Emmerson liberates the world of 1913 from the “prelude to war” narrative, and explores it as it was, in all its richness and complexity. Through fascinating characters, stories, and insights, he brings a lost world to life. 640 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 6.95

5722525 THE GROWTH OF THE PANAMA CANAL, by John M. Maraniss. A national epic of American anxiety and accomplishment. The Panama Canal was a full-blooded modern age engineering project in the midst of a bustling, tuberculosis-infested battlefield to glacial and all the glorious diversity in between. 368 pages. National Geographic. 9x11. Pub. at $50.00 16.95

5751500 ONCE IN A GREAT CITY: A Detroit Story, by David Maraniss. It’s 1963 and Detroit seems on top of the world, but as Maraniss shows, those were even then, Before the devastating riot. Before the decades of civic corruption and neglect. And before people trotted out the grab bag of rust belt stereotypes. This is the story of photos. 4x6. 448 pages. S&S. Paperbound Pub. at $32.50 8.95

LIMTED QUANTITY 5903246 THE STORY OF THE WORLD: From Prehistory to the Present, by W.B. Bartlett. This masterly global history narrates the great and small events that have shaped our planet, from its creation right up to present day. The great religions, civilizations, peoples and empires are folded into a sweeping account that spills over with fascinating details, facts and figures. 512 pages. Amherst. Import. Pub. at $34.95 7.95

5903254 THE STORY OF THE WORLD: From Prehistory to the Present, by W.B. Bartlett. This masterly global history narrates the great and small events that have shaped our planet, from its creation right up to present day. The great religions, civilizations, peoples and empires are folded into a sweeping account that spills over with fascinating details, facts and figures. 512 pages. Amherst. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95 5.95

586553X THE FREEMASONS: The Illustrated Book of an Ancient Brotherhood, by John B. Johnson. Since the establishment of modern Freemasonry in Europe in the 18th century, the influence of the brotherhood has extended around the world. Thousands subscribe to its principles of brotherly love, relief, and truth. This detailed history of the Craft explores the history, symbols, rituals, and impact of Freemasonry. Well illus., most in color. 144 pages. Arcanaus. Import. Pub. at $14.95 6.95

Like us on Facebook/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 21 –
6425747 GOLD. By Susan La Niece. In tracing the history of this precious metal, La Niece creates a compelling and informative volume that explores the multiple uses to which it has been put, drawing on her own long experience investigating the arts and sciences. The book, with its striking black and white monochrome, new research is given here by reproducing the images in full color. 128 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $22.95. 6.95.

5902280 LOST EDINBURGH in Colour. By Liz粲sson. Takes you on a photographic tour of Scotland’s historic capital city, but rather than just seeing the historic scenes dating back to the Manichean. Pub. at $24.50.

5729902 SPOOKED: How the CIA Manipulates the Media and Hollywood. By Nicholas Schou. A shocking inside look at the dark operations of power in America that gives readers their own rare access to the ways that our media is hijacked by the intelligence community and how the masters of disinformation have taken control of our reality. 146 pages. Hot Books. Pub. at $21.99.


5825660 THE PARTNERSHIP: Brecht, Welli, Three Women, and Germany on the Brink. By Pamela Katz. The story of how Bertolt Brecht—a charismatic, unkempt Marxist intellectual—through artistic and political ideals and questionable personal morals—and Kurt Weill—a poet, cultured Jew whose dignified demeanor masked the artists in a single rebel—were brought together by their dedication to art and their ambition to effect a revolution in musical theater during the Weimar Republic. 16 pages of photos. 470 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00.

4538501 SAVANNAH THEN AND NOW. By P. Cooper & T. Elkins. This volume uses exquisite archival images of Savannah and pairs them with the same views as they appear today, including some of the sites referenced in John Berendt’s influential book Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil. 140 photos, half color. 144 pages. Pavilion. 11½x9½. Import. Pub. at $24.95.

5788048 THE GREAT RENT WARS: New York, 1917-1929. By Robert M. Fogelston. Tells the fascinating but little-known stories of the battles between landlords and tenants in the nation’s largest city from 1917 through 1929. Fogelston explores the heated conflicts over landlord-tenant law, housing policy, and other issues that are as controversial today as they were a century ago. 16 pages of illus. 435 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00.

5910676 KILL THE MESSENGER: The Media’s Role in the Fate of the World. By Maria Armoudian. What role do the media play in creating the conditions for atrocities, and conversely, for the defeat of democracy and safeguard the human rights of all citizens in a diverse society? Armoudian explores these intriguing questions and more in this in-depth examination of the media’s role in 389 pages. Promethon. Pub. at $26.00.

5904080 THE STORY OF LONDON. By Stephen Porter. Traces the fascinating and turbulent history of Britain’s greatest city, from its foundation by the Romans in the first century to today. This popular handbook, longVKed by scholars as the definitive source of information on London, is updated and revised with new facts and figures, photographs, and illustrations. 399 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00.


5913780 WRITING HISTORY IN THE GLOBAL ERA. By Lynn Hunt. The author proposes a sweeping reevaluation of individual, active role and place in society, and how Americans understand the way people and ideas interact. Hunt also reveals how surprising new perspectives in society and the self offer promising new ways of thinking about the meaning of the purposes of history in our time. 196 pages. Norton. Pub. at $16.95.

590384X THE LOST CITY OF LONDON: Before the Great Fire of 1666. By Robert Wynn Jones. In 1666 London was devastated by the Great Fire, which gutted over 13,000 houses, over 80 parish churches and St. Paul’s Cathedral. This volume re-establishes the ancient City limits and street plans from surviving documents, old streets, historical records, maps, and archaeological finds. 32 pages of photos, most color. 158 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95.

1886678 ISLAND ON FIRE: The Extraordinary Story of a Forgotten Volcano That Changed the World. By A. Wilco & J. Kanipe. An eruption at the end of the 18th century led to years of extreme climate while igniting famine, disease, and perhaps even revolution. Laki is one of Iceland’s most fearsome volcanoes, and its eruption in 1783 is one of history’s great, untold natural disasters, as 224 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.95.

5763271 WHEN LONDON WAS CAPITAL OF AMERICA. By Julie Flavell. A portrait of eighteenth-century America as viewed by Londoners. Flavell recreates the great metropolis’s heyday as the center of a vast empire that stretched across the Atlantic. 317 pages. Yale. Pub. at $24.00.

461920X SPAIN IN OUR HEARTS: Americans in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939. By Adam Hochschild. For three crucial years in the 1930s the Spanish Civil War brought the world as volunteers flooded to Spain to help its democratic government fight off a right-wing coup led by Francisco Franco and aided by Hitler and Mussolini. It was in many ways the opening battle of the World War Two. This account reveals the full tragedy and importance of the war. Photos. 438 pages. HMR. Pub. at $30.00.

5853310 HOW REVOLUTIONARIES WERE THE BOURGEOIS REVOLUTIONS? By Neil Davidson. A provocative argument taken by a wide range of thinkers to explain the causes, outcomes, and content of bourgeois revolutions, from the 18th-century French Revolution to the 1917 Russian Revolution. Davidson’s far-reaching research and scholarly analysis reveal that these struggles illustrative lessons for today’s radicals. 812 pages.

BROADCAST HYSTERIA: Orson Welles’s War of the Worlds and the Art of Fake News. By A. Brad Schwartz. Boldly retells the story of Orson Welles’s famed radio play and its impact. Schwartz uses the hundreds of letters sent to Welles in the days after the broadcast, and his findings challenge the conventional wisdom that the show was broadcast without knowledge or consent, as widely reported. Photos. 337 pages. Hill & Wang. Pub. at $35.00.


4629533 SILVER. By Philipippo Mazzoni. Gives the practical aspects of working silver to its role in magic, myth, and ritual in cultures as disparate as the Vikings and the Bedouins of North Africa. This book also offers a full and fitting reflection of this metal’s power to move people. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $22.95.

5902355 A BRIEF HISTORY OF HISTORY: Great Historians and the Epic Quest to Explain the Past. By Colin Wells. An accessible and lively history of how a living volume brings together evocative sketches of the great historians with concise summaries of their most important works. Moving forward through the ages, Wells shows us how such brilliant minds have changed our understanding of history. 336 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95.

5887539 HACK ATTACK. By Nick Davies. The author charts the story of how he and a group of lawyers and politicians dared to take on the long shadow of Rupert Murdoch’s empire. Davies pulls back the curtain on the ruthless machine that was the News of the World, a scandalous operation that engaged in despicable acts to dig up tabloid scoops and to intimidate those who stood in their way. 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $27.00.

5816432 THE TELESCOPE: A Short History. By Richard Dunn. Offers an overview of the history of the telescope, which burst onto the world stage around 1610 and was at the core of the development from its invention in the Netherlands in 1608 to its everyday use in the modern world, both on earth and beyond. Illus. 192 pages. Conway. Import. Pub. at $17.95.

4540832 BROADCAST HYSTERIA: Orson Welles’s War of the Worlds and the Art of Fake News. By A. Brad Schwartz. Boldly retells the story of Orson Welles’s famed radio play and its impact. Schwartz uses the hundreds of letters sent to Welles in the days after the broadcast, and his findings challenge the conventional wisdom that the show was broadcast without knowledge or consent, as widely reported. Photos. 337 pages. Hill & Wang. Pub. at $35.00.


The world is currently witnessing the biggest wave of mass migration since WWII, and the most dramatic example of this phenomenon is occurring in the Mediterranean Sea. Since 2014, over 1.4 million people crossed the Mediterranean in leaking boats, as civil wars in Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq—and repression and poverty in Africa—pushed them to leave their homes. Collectively, this movement has made crossing the Mediterranean the most popular route for refugees and asylum seekers, with 351,000 making the crossing in 2014 and 600,000 during the first six months of 2015. The world’s response has been both inadequate and inconsistent, with some countries opening their doors to desperate refugees while others have been more closed or even hostile. This book provides a comprehensive and critical analysis of the refugee crisis and the challenges it presents to Europe and other parts of the world. It argues that while the refugee crisis is a complex and multifaceted issue, the world cannot afford to ignore it and must take decisive action to address the root causes of the crisis and provide a just and sustainable solution for those who are forced to flee their homes.
$12.95

$2.95

$13.95
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$17.95

$16.95

$4.95

5776481 AMERICAN LYNCHING. By Ashraf H.A. Rushdy. A meticulously researched and accessibly written interpretive history, Rushdy shows how listening in America has endured, evolved, and changed, from its origins in colonial-era Virginia to the present. 212 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00
$6.95

582984X RIGHT LIVING: An Anglo-American Tradition of Self-Help Medicine and Hygiene. By Charles E. Rosenberg. During the 19th and much of the 19th century, most Americans healed themselves at home using books and pamphlets addressing everything from diet to mental health. In this work, nine historians of medicine analyze these early volumes: their origins, content, and role in everyday life. Color photos. 236 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $45.00
$5.95

5788980 BLUE COLLAR INTELLECTUALS: When the Enlightened and the Everyman Mated. By Daniel J. Flynn. There are differences among men, but for the most part, the differences in the ways men think are due to their socialization. The blue-collar intellectual is a living parable of this idea. 417 pages. John Hopkins. Pub. at $57.00
$5.95

5776481 AMERICAN LYNCHING. By Ashraf H.A. Rushdy. A meticulously researched and accessibly written interpretive history, Rushdy shows how listening in America has endured, evolved, and changed, from its origins in colonial-era Virginia to the present. 212 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00
$6.95

582984X RIGHT LIVING: An Anglo-American Tradition of Self-Help Medicine and Hygiene. By Charles E. Rosenberg. During the 19th and much of the 19th century, most Americans healed themselves at home using books and pamphlets addressing everything from diet to mental health. In this work, nine historians of medicine analyze these early volumes: their origins, content, and role in everyday life. Color photos. 236 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $45.00
$5.95

5778187 THE WORLD OF DEPARTMENT STORES. By Jan Whitaker. This lavish, volume, the first illustrated book on department stores, goes behind the veil of the famous New York displays, eye-catching shopping bags, and in-store extravaganzas promoting everything from shoes to perfumes to the latest fashion sensation to reveal and celebrate the department store in unprece-dented richness and detail. Fully illus., many color. 263 pages. Vendome. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $60.00
$9.95

★ 5814005 MAKING AMERICAN BOYS: Boyology and the Feral Tale. By Kenneth B. Kidd. What boys are boys made of? Kidd responds to these familiar questions with a thorough review of boy culture in America since the late nineteenth century. 204 pages. UMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
$5.95

★ 362708X GOOD OLD DAYS LIVING IT AGAIN 1958. Ed. by Emily Carter et al. Turn back the clock to 1958 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Well illus., most color. 128 pages. Annie's Attic. 9¼x6¼. Pub. at $19.99
$13.95

★ 362708X GOOD OLD DAYS LIVING IT AGAIN 1962. Ed. by Emily Carter et al. Turn back the clock to 1962 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Well illus., most color. 128 pages. Annie's Attic. 9¼x6¼. Pub. at $19.99
$13.95

★ 362708X GOOD OLD DAYS LIVING IT AGAIN 1954. Ed. by Mary O'Donnell et al. Turn back the clock to 1954 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Well illus., most color. 128 pages. Annie's Attic. 9¼x6¼. Pub. at $19.99
$13.95

★ 362708X GOOD OLD DAYS LIVING IT AGAIN 1950. Ed. by Mary O'Donnell et al. Turn back the clock to 1950 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Well illus., most color. 128 pages. Annie's Attic. 9¼x6¼. Pub. at $19.99
$13.95

★ 5804637 VARIETY: An Illustrated History of the World from the Most Important Times to the Hollywood Age. By Tim Gray. Since 1905, Variety has been at the epicenter of Hollywood. It has enjoyed a unique perspective on the evolution of the entertainment industry. As well as viewing global events through a Hollywood prism. This volume ranges over some of the great stories Variety has told. Well illus., many color. 320 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $14.95
$11.95

5830214 JOLLY FELLOWS: Male Millennials in Nineteenth-Century America. By Richard Stott. In the 19th century, the term “jolly fellows” referred to men whose colorful artifices included wearing redcoats, gambling on games, and playing pranks. In this compellingly focused social history, Stott scrutinizes and analyzes this behavior to appreciate its origins and meaning in the pop culture of the 19th century. 376 pages. John Hopkins. Pub. at $57.00
$5.95

5865999 A BRIEF HISTORY OF SECRET SOCIETIES. By David V. Barrett. Explores the allure and history of esoteric religious beliefs and investigates how these societies have come to gain a powerful hold upon the popular imagination. Barrett presents a balanced history of our desire for secret knowledge and of the societies that preserve it. 346 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $14.95
$5.95

$12.95

$7.95
Crimes, Conspiracies & Mysteries

5829789 UNSTOPPABLE: Father-Daughter Incest in American History. By Lynn Sacco. An academic study of a most unlikeliable topic. Explains how, for many, moral and political needs distorted attitudes toward medical knowledge of patriarchal sexual abuse at a time when the nation was committed to the familial power of white fathers and the idealized white family. 351 pages. Johns Hopkins. $42.95	

5192161 SUPERNATURAL SERIAL KILLERS: Chilling Cases of Paranormal Bloodlust and Deranged Fantasy. By S. Lyon & D. Tan. Examines the stories of 16 infamous serial killers with supernatural nods to some of the world's most revered and feared, and many of the victims of their sex-slave operation, McDougall offers readers an inside look at this notorious scandal. Photos. 278 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


5682131 MURDER IN GROUSE POINTE PARK: Privilege, Adultery, and the Killing of Jane Bashara. By Steve Miller. Bob Bashara was a husband, a father, a Rotary Club president, a community leader—and a philanderer and BSDU enthusiast who also hit a hit in the drug wars. His trial, detailed in this true crime work, exposed a scandalous underworld and a charmed life tainted by adultery and greed. Photos. 330 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5758783 UNDERCOVER COP: How I Brought Down the Real-Life Sopranos. By Mike Russell with PW. Piccoli. Working undercover, Mike Russell was infallitating a Mafia crime family when a turn for the worst led him with a gunshield to the back of the head. His new life as a cop was to help orchestrate one of the biggest mafia takedowns of all time. His real-life Sopranos tale unfolds here. Photos. 307 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99


5349381 UFO'S IN WARTIME: What They Didn't Want You To Know. By Mack Maloney. Accounts of hovering objects when war is imminent reach back as far as AD 312 when seen by Roman Emperor Constantine I as he led his troops to battle. This study examines UFO's in World War II, D-Day, in Vietnam, and over the battlegrounds of the Middle East. Photos. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5861710 GIRL TROUBLE. By Christopher Mollen. Recounts the complete story of how Gloria Trevi, Mexico's most popular singer in the 1990s, rose to fame and then notoriety. With exclusive interviews with Trevi, producer Sergio Mendes and Help King, and many of the victims of their sex-slave operation, McDougall offers readers an inside look at this notorious scandal. Photos. 278 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


538587X HIDDEN STONEHENGE: Ancient Temple in North America Reveals the Key to Ancient Wonders. By Gordon R. Freeman. Presents a remarkable chronicle of one man's discovery and uncovering the mystery of Canada's Stonehenge, which was abandoned centuries ago and has been largely forgotten since. Traces connections between the Temple and the famous prehistoric Stonehenge in England. Color photos. 355 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

585380X THE GIRL WITH THE CROOKED NOSE: A Tale of Murder, Obsession, and Forensic Artistry. By Ted Botha. Through breathtaking photography, he illustrates the faces of the missing and the dead based in part on forensic science and in part on deep intuition, an uncanny ability to discern not only a missing face but also the personality behind it. His skills have led to the solving of many murders and have discern not only a missing face but also the personality behind it. His skills have led to the solving of many murders and have

5812048 MAFIA PRINCE: Inside America's Most Violent Crime Family and the Blood of Lisa Nostra. By Philip Leonetti et al. With more than two-dozen gangland killings punctuating their reign, Scarfo and Leonetti were two of the most notorious gangsters of the 20th century, alongside John Gotti, Salvatore “Sammy the Bull” Gravano, and Vincent “The Chin” Gigante. This is their story, told by Philip Leonetti himself. Photos. 312 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $24.00

5906156 SNATCHED: From Drug Queen to Hostage—A Harrowing True Story. By Bruce Porter. The electric true story of a woman raised as an aristocrat in Colombia, and after two failed marriages and a harrowing escape from the drug life, finds herself caught between two worlds, with her former life behind her and a brand new future full of photos, some in color. 313 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

5775094 MEET ME IN ATLANTIS: Across Three Continents in Search of the Legendary Sunken City. By Mark Adams. An enthralling account of the author's quest to solve the greatest unsolved mysteries. Examines the obsessive explorers who continue the search, the scientists who have unearthed civilizations once thought to be lost, and the questions that make this lost world. Photos. 308 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $16.00

452560X THE OMNIVERSE: Transcendence, Intelligence, Time, Travel, the Afterlife, and the Secret Colony on Mars. By Alfred Lambreton. Reveals startling, replicable evidence of worlds beyond, a future that includes extra-universal life, the intelligent civilizations created by souls of the afterlife, top-secret alien technology, and the existence of a so-called Genesis Wars. 214 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

5733380 THE WORLD'S MOST EVIL MEN. By N. Blandford & B. Jones. History is blighted by the deeds of many men—Pol Pot, Idi Amin, Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler, Al Capone, to name a few. This book reveals how once the face of the human race and this examination takes a penetrating look at the lives of such men. Photos. 192 pages. Hamlyn. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $4.95

5911244 THE WILDERNESS OF RUIN: A Tale of Madness, Fire, and the Hunt for America's Youngest Serial Killer. By Roseanne Montillo. In 1871, young children were disappearing from Boston's working-class neighborhoods. The torturer and murderer was 12-year-old John Pomeroy—America's youngest serial killer. Here Montillo explores this case that reverberates through all of Boston society in order to help us understand its impact on the city and its history. 383 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

5793483 THE WILDERNESS OF RUIN: A Tale of Madness, Fire, and the Hunt for America's Youngest Serial Killer. By Roseanne Montillo. In 1871, young children were disappearing from Boston's working-class neighborhoods. The few who returned told desperate tales of being taken to the woods and tortured by a boy not much taller than themselves. Montillo tells us the story of how the city of Boston, itself a veritable jungle of a city, braved the heart of the Great Fire of 1872 reeked with the moral quandaries posed by this juvenile criminal's spree. Photos. 308 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

5582025 THE QUIET DON: The Untold Story of Mafia Kingpin Russell Bufalino. By Matt Birkbeck. An American saga that spans six decades, this crime history follows Russell Bufalino's remarkably quiet ascent from a blue-collar laborer to a man described by United States Senate subcommittee in 1964 as "one of the most ruthless and powerful leaders of the mafia in the United States." Photos. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/976

**586502** THE GENESIS RACE: Our Extraterrestrial DNA and the True Origins of the Species. By Will Hart. Using the most current research on DNA, available archaeological, geodesic, astronomical evidence, and a revolutionary analysis of the body and mind, Hart explores the ancient genealogies that laid the foundation for our human heritage. Color photos. 249 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**580923X** FORBIDDEN SCIENCE: From Ancient Technologies to Free Energy. By Carl R. Sargent. Following the model of his bestselling Forbidden History and Forbidden Religion, Kenyon has assembled over 40 essays by nineteen researchers to provide an overview of the positions of some of the key thinkers in today's supercharged debate over ancient mysteries and technologies. The essays show how the entrenched scientific community to reexamine our old ideas. Photos, some color. 322 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**586875** CRUSADE AGAINST THE GRAIL: The Struggle Between the Cathars, the Templars, and the Church of Rome. By Otto Rahn. Originally published in German in 1933. The daring book that popularized the legend of the Cathars and the Holy Grail. It is based upon the author's own careful study of his explorations of the Pyrenean caves where the heretical Cathar sect sought refuge during the 13th century. Rahn was a member of the SS as an archaeologist and historian. 229 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


**592580** CANNIBAL KILLERS. By Claire Welch. Cannibal killers are feared the world over since the infamous crimes of "Jack the Ripper" in the 1880s. Through the case files of The People and the Daily Mirror, Welch has been given access to thousands of reports about this violent phenomenon and instill fear and dread in society at large. Through the case files of The People and the Daily Mirror, Welch has been given access to thousands of investigative journalists to bring these real stories to light, and present them here. 16 pages of color photos. 218 pages. Haynes. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**585857** THE GREAT NEW ORLEANS KIDNAPPING CASE. By Michael A. Ross. Ross offers the first full account of this 1870 event that threw the city into a killing rage. However, the author suggests that his true mission was to contact a Templar colony that might have been established in Newport, Rhode Island. 274 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**592002** THE GENESIS RACE: Our Extraterrestrial DNA and the True Origins of the Species. By Will Hart. Using the most current research on DNA, available archaeological, geodesic, astronomical evidence, and a revolutionary analysis of the body and mind, Hart explores the ancient genealogies that laid the foundation for our human heritage. Color photos. 249 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00


**583493** FILTHY RICH. By James Patterson et al. An explosive true story from the world's most popular thriller writer, this account is a riveting tale of money, power, and the easy price of justice for America's wealthiest citizens. Despite the seriousness of his crimes and his guilty plea, Jeffrey Epstein received a shockingly lenient sentence. What is happening here? Is Jeffrey Epstein, really? Color photos. 287 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

**588964** UNIDENTIFIED: The UFO Phenomenon. By Robert Salas. Reveals how world leaders are concerning our potential humanity's biggest secret, and takes the reader on a compelling and heartfelt journey through the minefields and thickets of government secrecy and cover-ups, world weapons development, and the half-paid radicals of the SLA and the toxic mix of sex, politics, and violence that engulfed Patty Hearst. Photos, 371 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95

**583507** THE LOST COLONY OF THE TEMPLARS: Verrazano's Secret Mission to America. By Steven Sora. In 1524 the Italian explorer Giovanni da Verrazano was sent by the French king Francis I on an expedition to find a short route to Asia. All too often, the author suggests that his true mission was to contact a Templar colony that might have been established in Newport, Rhode Island. 274 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5882214** POLICE STATE: How America's Cops Get Away with Murder. By Gerry Spence. Spence narrates eight of his most famous cases and issues a stern ringing condemnation of the American justice system. In demonstrating that the way we select and train our police guarantees fatal abuses of justice. He also describes a challenging career as a trial lawyer and a commitment to the promise of liberty and justice for all. 338 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99


**587547** AMERICAN HEIRESS: The Wild Saga of the Kidnapping, Crimes, and Conspiracies of Mary Kelly. By Jeffrey Toobin. The saga of Patty Hearst highlighted a decade in which America seemed to be suffering a collective nervous breakdown. Based on over 100 interviews and thousands of secret documents, this account portrays the lunacy of the half-paid radicals of the SLA and the toxic mix of sex, politics, and violence that engulfed Patty Hearst. Photos, 371 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95

**587386** PHIL CROSS: Gypsy Joke to a Hell's Angel. By Phil & Meg Cross. Cross details his odyssey through two of the country's most notorious biker gangs, from his early days with the Gypsy Jokers through his 40-plus years as a Hell's Angel. A career that began in a prison, and later a place on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted list. 239 pages. MBI. Pub. at $19.99

**582041** FUTURE CRIMES. By Marc Goodman. Goodman provides a clear-eyed glimpse into the dark side of technological power and the unintended consequences of our connected world. Goodman offers a way out with clear steps we must take to survive the coming epidemic of identity theft and shows how we can take back control over our own devices and harness technology's power for the betterment of humanity. 392 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95


**583277** THE HERMETIC CODE IN DNA: The Sacred Principles in the Ordering of the Universe. By Carl R. Sargent. Following the model of his bestselling Forbidden History and Forbidden Religion, Kenyon has assembled over 40 essays by nineteen researchers to provide an overview of the positions of some of the key thinkers in today's supercharged debate over ancient mysteries and technologies. The essays show how the entrenched scientific community to reexamine our old ideas. Photos, some color. 322 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**585929** FUTURE CRIMES. By Marc Goodman. Goodman provides a clear-eyed glimpse into the dark side of technological power and the unintended consequences of our connected world. Goodman offers a way out with clear steps we must take to survive the coming epidemic of identity theft and shows how we can take back control over our own devices and harness technology's power for the betterment of humanity. 392 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95


**587696** ALIENS AMONG US: Exploring Past and Present. By Barry Strohm. Learn the history of the earth from an alien's perspective. Through psychic contact with an extraterrestrial, Strohm reveals the truth about our deepest planetary mysteries: suppression of information by the government, the truth about Roswell, alien influence on ancient structures, and more. Photos. Schiffer. Pub. at $16.95

**588291** A KILLING IN THE ISLANDS: The Unwritten Law and the Last Trial of Clarence Darrow. By Mike Farris. Written in the style of a novel, but meticulously following the historical record, Farris reveals a story of lies, deception, mental illness, racism, revenge, and murder—a series of events in the Territory of Hawaii that left a stain on the legacy of one of the greatest legal minds of all time. Tahiti. Pub. at $17.95

**582903** SECRETS OF ANCIENT AMERICA: Archaeoastronomy and the Legacy of the Phoenicians, Celts, and the Toltec. By Carl R. Sargent. With Richard Fariña and John Lehrburger. As the myth of Columbus "discovering" America falls from the pedestal of established history, Lehrburger travels the three corners of the world to reveal the real story of the New World and the visitors, from both East and West, who traveled there long before 1492. Illus., some in color. 433 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

**586598** IN THE COMPANY OF EVIL: Thirty Years of California Crime, 1950-1980. By Michael Thomas Barry. Complete files are stained red in this engaging look at the state's criminal history. Sixty-four of the most horrifying crimes committed from the 1950s through the 1980s are explored in this riveting read, which includes bank robbers, kidnappers, Satan worshippers and more. Photos. 221 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $21.95
**5789421 NECRONOMICON SPELLBOOK.** Ed. by Simon. A guide to enable anyone to pick up the Necronomicon and use its ineluctable power without fear or risk. Prepare to become your own master, with the legendary magick of ancient mystics. $6.95

**1837494 PAST LIVES OF THE RICH AND FAMOUS.** By Sylvia Browne with L. Harrison. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The world renowned psychic studies more than 50 celebrities and describes how their past lives shaped the celebrated people they became. She covers Marilyn Monroe, Judy Garland, Humphrey Bogart, Michael Jackson, John Wayne, Audrey Hepburn, Jack Keroukan, and many others. Book Club Edition. 229 pages. HarperOne. Orig. Pub. at $25.95 $2.95

**5856892 ZENER CARDS: Cards for Extrasensory Perception.** Used by J. B. Rhine in the 1930s and 1940s, Zener conducted thousands of experiments. Zener cards were designed to test for telepathy, clairvoyance, and other non-conventional phenomena. Each set includes 25 cards and an instruction book for carrying out your own experiments. Lo Scarabeo. $14.95

**4570057 WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE DIE: A Psychic’s Exploration of Death, Heaven, and the Soul’s Journey After Death.** By Echo Bodine. Based on Bodine’s experiences observing the souls of people nearing death and communicating with the souls who have departed, this comforting guide shines light on the dying process and the afterlife. Her fascinating stories demystify this universal experience and help us prepare to make the journey. $9.95

**5841674 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CHINESE HOROSCOPES.** By Zheng Weiian. Provides the ultimate reference and guide to your character and destiny through Chinese horoscopes. Explains the 12 animal signs that the Chinese have been using for thousands of years to decipher one’s potential, luck and general course of life. Illus. 216 pages. Shanghai $6.95

**5985661 GATEWAY TO THE HEAVENS: How Geometric Shapes, Patterns and Symbols Form Our Reality.** By Karen L. Foss. Examines the geometric shapes that surround us and how they can demonstrate that death is nothing to fear. 139 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**4635751 THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF RELATIONSHIPS: Text by Gary Goldschneider. The companion volume to the bestselling The Secret Language of Birthdays, illuminating and revealing the mystery of human relations through the lens of “personology,” or the theory that people come on the same day or even in the same week with certain unique characteristics. This book will set up your approach to love and relationships through offerings; perform daily banishings and make amulets that preventing, defending, and reversing magical attacks of any kind. You’ll learn to set up and use your personal talisman, and work with a range of energies that the past is the future and mankind is subject to cyclical processes and the afterlife. Her fascinating stories demystify this universal experience and how it is possible. $12.95

**5857298 THE ANCIENT WISDOM.** By Annie Besant. First published in 1897, this presents a facsimile edition of Besant’s classic introduction to Theosophy and the work of H.P. Blavatsky. 338 pages. Lost Library. Paperbound Import. $6.95

**5984924 THE EVERYDAY PSYCHIC: A Practical Guide to Activating Your Psychic Gifts.** By Karen Harrison. Discover how you really are with this comprehensive and practical guide to developing your innate psychic abilities. You will show you how to harness your natural abilities and experiment with psychic tools to get answers, guide your decisions, and enrich your life. 211 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


**5838097 THE END OF DAYS: Armageddon and Prophecies of the Return.** By Zehnara Sitchin. Discusses when the Annunaki, the extraterrestrials who had come to Earth from the planet Nibiru and were revered in antiquity as gods, will return. Sitchin presents compelling new evidence that the Past is the Future and mankind is subject to cyclical Celestial Time. Illus. 308 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**5850194 FAIRY LEGENDS.** By T. Crofton Croker. First published in 1825. Combines two works into one volume. The first is a collection of 48 of the finest in the superstition. The second is dedicated to the Brothers Grimm, focusing primarily on Elves, and their legends and traditions in Ireland, Scotland and Wales, following the French fairy folk from their sources. 326 pages. The Lost Library. Paperbound Import. $7.95

**5914004 TAROT DE MARSEILLE.** By Mary-Paule. The deck of Tarot cards created by Pierre Madenie in 1709 is considered to be among the most beautiful examples of its genre. This kit contains 78 authentically re-created Tarot cards, and a full-color 144-page book describing the history behind the cards and instructions on how to use them. Boxed. 144 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**4577361 ICELANDIC MAGIC: Practical Secrets of the Northern Grimoires.** By Stephen E. Flowers. Drawing from surviving Icelandic books of magic, Flowers presents a comprehensive system based on regional lore and magic practices from the 16th century onward. After covering the grammar and symbols of Icelandic magic, he presents an extensive catalog of actual spells and magical workings. 133 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**1884382 PROJECTION OF THE ASTRAL BODY.** By S.J. Muldoon & H. Carrington. Facsimile of the work first published in 1929, discusses Sylvia Muldoon’s ability to leave her body, relating many of his experiences, outlining his methods to attain a non-physical shape. Illus. 242 pages. The Lost Library. Paperbound Import. $6.95

**5837227 THE VENGEFUL DJANN: Unveiling the Hidden Agenda of Genies.** By R. E. Jordan. Working with material compiled from a variety of sources, including their own case files, Middle Eastern lore, the Qur’an, teachings of Sufi mystics, and the latest theories in quantum physics, the authors explore the relationship between the djinn, demons, fairies, shadow people, and extraterrestrials. 260 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**5813941 LORE & LAW OF LOVECRAFT & THE MAGICKAL TRADITION.** By John L. Steadman. Weaving the life story of Lovecraft in and out of an analysis of various modern magical systems, Steadman offers direct and contemporary interpretations of Lovecraft’s works—specifically his Cthulhu Mythos and Necronomicon—are a legitimate basis for a working magical system. 266 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95
THE BOOK OF LIES. By Aleister Crowley. A witty, instructive, and admirable collection of aphorisms and paradoxes. First published in 1913, the commentaries following each chapter that were added in the 1952 revision are equally outrageously offbeat. 196 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

NUMEROLOGY FOR DECODING BEHAVIOR: Your Personal Numbers at Work, with Family, and in Relationships. By Michael Brill. Providing simple numeric exercises that use only the first vowel and first consonant of a person’s name, and their birth, newT-day, the author shows how to identify anyone’s reactive and proactive behavior patterns to prevent and resolve interpersonal issues as well as recognize and change our own negative tendencies. 120 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

THE FOURTH BOOK OF OCCULT PHILOSOPHY. By Henry Cornelius Agrippa. First published in English in 1655. Presents a collection of six texts on magic and geomancy by various writers, annotated by an expert in magical practice, set in modern type, and reorganized for ease of use. 232 pages. Ibis. Pub. at $40.00

THE AKASHIC EXPERIENCE: Science and the Cosmic Memory Field. By Ervin Laszlo et al. Twenty leading authorities in fields such as psychology, physics, anthropology, earth science, and history present a comprehensive text explores all aspects of the subject: alchemical, metaphysical, natural magic, herbs and stones, magnetism, mythology, unconscious forces, and biographies of famous magic adepts from history. The Lost Library. Paperback Import.

THE MAGUS: A Complete System of Occult Philosophy. By Francis Barrett. An exact facsimile of the original 1811 work. Features drawings and tables derived from ancient and medieval magical texts, and provides translations of cabalistic and occult lore that had never been available in English. 479 pages. Wicce. Publisher. Pub. at $12.95

SADO-MAGICAL TECHNIQUES FOR PLEASURE, PAIN, AND SELF-TRANSFORMATION. By Stephen E. & Crystal D. Flowers. The authors explain the sado-magical workings of the practice of Carnal Alchemy, detail the six major techniques of sadomasochistic ritual, and how they can be combined with sexual stimulation for magical purposes. Adults only. Photos. 144 pages. Weiser. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.95

595177 SECRETS FROM THE DEEP. By Dr. James Chory and Dr. Kenneth A. A. Sibley. The authors provide the psychological and physiological facts behind the most important aspect of shamanism and the magical practice of deep diving. 224 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

OPUS MAGO-CABBALISTICUM ET THEOSOPHICUM. By Georg Von Welling. In Goethes lifetime, he was regarded as the most knowledgeable man in the world with expertise in history, literature, botany, astrology, biology, alchemy, and cosmology. The secret weapon for his influence on world culture. This book offers comprehensive information about your work, your relationships and all aspects of your life. 8x11 x 280 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95


460167 THE MODERN OCCULT. By James Randi. A critical analysis of the field of paranormal beliefs. 177 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

DECODING BEHAVIOR: Your Personal Numbers at Work, with Family, and in Relationships. By Michael Brill. Providing simple numeric exercises that use only the first vowel and first consonant of a person’s name, and their birth, newT-day, the author shows how to identify anyone’s reactive and proactive behavior patterns to prevent and resolve interpersonal issues as well as recognize and change our own negative tendencies. 120 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

NUMEROLOGY: How to Unlock the Secrets of Your Personality with Numbers. By Sonia Duce. Offers a hands-on introduction to the ancient science of numerology, showing you how the date of your birth reveals essential information about your work, your relationships and even how you are perceived. 245 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import.


★581951 MY LIFE ACROSS THE TABLE: Stories from a Psychic’s Life. By Karen Page. A naturally gifted psychic and a deeply compassionate soul, Page reveals what it’s like to grow up psychic, knowing what the future holds for both loved ones and complete strangers. She shares insights into the question of fate versus free will, and whether or not a psychic should tell a client if she sees death or other devastating experiences ahead. 205 pages. Llewellyn Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95.

★586677 NUMEROLOGY: Plain & Simple. By Anne Christie. Using numerology to learn more about yourself and your life doesn’t require any psychic abilities, mathematical skills, or special equipment—all you need to know is how to add! This guide will teach you the basics of how to use numbers to explain your 30th birthday. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.


★583738 THE KEY OF SOLOMON THE KING: A Magical Glimpse of Sigils and Rituals for Summoning and Mastering Spirits. Ed. by Samuel Liddell MacGregor Mathers. The most famous—and numerous—of all magick books, this classic has influenced countless works of the occult, providing instruction for incantations, rituals, and sigils in order to call up angels and demons. This edition includes a new foreword and illustrations redrawn by noted esoteric scholar Joseph H. Peterson. 148 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

★580311X THE NEW ORLEANS VOODOO MEDICINE SKILLS. By Lon Milo DuQuette & G. Hemsher. A user’s guide to auras, chakras and clairvoyance for your own set of stones; how to use them for transferences of energy. They can be used to empower by means of invocations, rituals, and trance, to increase their amplify, strengthen, weaken, or block other metaphysical energy and rectify imbalances in the material plane. Well illus. 586 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95.

★1829017 I CHING—YIJING: The Essential Translation of the Ancient Chinese Oracle and Book of Wisdom. This new translation of the oldest extant book of divination is the result of over a decade of sustained work and a lifetime of immersion in Chinese thought. Informed by the latest archaeological discoveries and featuring a gorgeously rendered codex of divination signs, it captures the major I Ching 855 pages. Viking. Pub. at $39.95 $27.95.

★5902053 HOW TO READ SIGNS AND OMENS IN EVERYDAY LIFE. By Sarananda Bluestone. Fascinating and enlightening guide that will help you to rediscover your innate knowledge, teaching you to use everyday objects and the wonders of nature as magical tools that offer a window into the future. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95.


★5828229 INTRODUCTION TO MAGIC: Rituals and Practical Techniques for the Modern Practitioner. By Lon Milo DuQuette. Appearing for the first time in English, this reference provides a valuable introduction to the world of magic and the Occult. Includes breathing and visualization exercises and instructions on creating a “subtle body”, intoning words of power; entities, and more. 376 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95.


★4601149 SHAKESPEARE AND THE STARS: The Hidden Astrological Keys to Understanding the World’s Greatest Playwright. By Iain P. Kelly. This study of Shakespeare’s use of the language of astrological symbolism, which is often lost to modern-day playgoers and readers. Demonstrates why so many of Shakespeare’s characters are key figures in the astrological sign and its associated planet. Shakespeare’s audience would have grasped its significance in revealing character, foreshadowing plot, and establishing themes for each play. Photos. 547 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95.


★5791938 Enochian VISION MAGIC. By Lon Milo DuQuette. This volume includes extensive background and historical notes, explores the foundation for the creation of the Enochian Magick system, and provides readers with a step by step guide for using it. 261 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95.

★4601165 UNDERSTANDING ALEISTER CROWLEY’S THOTH TAROT. By Lon Milo DuQuette. Every year since 1969, when the first color edition appeared in shops worldwide, Aleister Crowley’s Thoth Tarot has remained one of the best-selling tarot decks in the world. His essay on the Tarot of the Egyptians requires extensive and at times obscure knowledge to comprehend. This new edition has been expanded and updated. 260 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★588201X VA-VA-VOODOO! Find Love, Make Love & Keep Love. By Kathleen Charlotté. This is a guidebook for those in the circle of influence, Lepetit shows those in the circle of influence, Lepetit shows.
5867592 DEDICATED TO GOD: An Oral History of Cloistered Nuns. By Abbie Reesor. Explores the cultural and identity in the context of this singular tradition through oral history interviews with several generations of nuns. More than a look into their origins and the stories they tell, it illuminates the struggle of an insular community against modernity and the threat of extinction. 248 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

585445 COMMON GROUND: Lessons and Legends from the World’s Great Faiths. By Michael A. Noone and Christopher J. Webber. Sets historical reference to the greatest legends of the world, including those from Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and more, allowing readers to appreciate these stories still matter today. 316 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

582680 BELIEFS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD: The History and Ideas of the Great Religions. By John Bower. Reveals how religious beliefs have shaped the history of the world. Their effect can be seen in culture, philosophy and politics and they have inspired people to serve others and to create great works of art, music, and architecture. Bower tells the story of the major faiths from their earliest beginnings to their present day impact. 310 pages. Quercus. Paperback Import. $5.95

* 589178 HOW THE BIBLE BECAME HOLY. By Michael L. Wise. Using the fascinating narrative, the author tells the story of how an ancient collection of obscure Israelite writings became the founding texts of both Judaism and Christianity, considered holy by those of each faith. 350 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


587160 LET’S NOT FORGET GOD. By Angelo Scola. Born out of Cardinal Scola’s speech celebrating the anniversary of the Edict of Milan, in which emperors Constantine I and Licinius granted Christians legal rights, this work celebrates the history and impact of religious freedom, and gives attention to the crisis it faces in the 21st century. 124 pages. Ignatius. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $7.95

586533 THE FOUR GREAT TEMPLES. By Donald F. McClaycum. A masterful and comprehensive study that will fundamentally alter and enrich current understanding of Japan’s ancient Buddhist temples. Illus. 328 pages. UPHP. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

588378 MARTYRDOM AND TERRORISM. Ed. by D. James & A. Haoua. The association of religious martyrdom with political terror has had a long and difficult history. The essays collected here illuminate this history, exploring historical parallels among Islamic, Christian, and secular traditions. 317 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $17.95

586478 WEAVING AND BINDING: Immigrant Gods and Female Immortals in Ancient Japan. By Michael Comu. Makes a compelling argument that both the Japanese religious system of Shinto and the Japanese Buddhist tradition owe much to immigrant lineages and deities from the Korean peninsula. Como examines a series of ancient Japanese legends of female immortals, and, by association, the tradition. 268 pages. UPHP. Paperback. Pub. at $54.00 $9.95

588021 THE MURDEROUS HISTORY OF BIBLE TRANSLATIONS: Power, Conflict, and the Quest for Meaning. By Harry Frankfort. Examines the history of the translation of the Bible, evoking the passions and emotions that arise when religious convictions are threatened or undermined. Frankfort brings to life the religious, political, and even personal lives of biblical translators, accessible to all. 248 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

* 461126 CRACKING THE SYMBOL CODE: Revealing the Secret Hieratical Messages of Religious Art. By Tim Wallace-Murphy. Provides an intriguing insight into an alternative historical narrative by attempting to decode the hidden symbols and hidden in the works of art that were commissioned by the established Church. Illus., includes 16 pages of color photos. 309 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $28.95 $15.95

586710 THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CHURCH AND STATE IN THE UNITED STATES. Ed. by Mary E. L fler & Robert F. Spitzer. A scholarly examination of church and state in the U.S., presenting an extensive, multidimensional overview of the field. Twenty-six essays provide a scholarly look at the intricacies and past and current debates in five main areas: history, law, theology/philosophy, politics, and sociology. 575 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $170.00 $24.95

588624 A HISTORY OF RELIGION IN 6 STATES. By Wilburn Hansen. Offers an in-depth examination of two of the most influential Christian and Jewish Bible commentaries of the centuries to come. 230 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95

589816 ISAAC ON JEWISH & CHRISTIAN ALTARS: Polemic and Exegesis in Rashi and the Glossa Ordinaria. By Devorah Schoenfeld. Offers an in-depth examination of two of the most influential Christian and Jewish Bible commentaries of the centuries to come. 230 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95

589464 THE BABYLON COMPLEX: Theosophological Fantasies of War, Sex, and Salvation. By Bradley Nafins. In a surprisingly ubiquitous symbol in U.S. culture and politics, employed both in service of and to deflect everything from diversity to sexuality, Babylon explores the contradicting and shifting ways Babylon is used, revealing a theopolitics that tries to balance the drive for U.S. dominance with the countervailing ideals and subjectivities of globalization. 302 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

589057 THE BIBLE AND THE UNIVERSITY, VOLUME III. Ed. by D.L. Jeffrey & C.S. Evans. These essays consider the history of the Bible in the modern university, the status of theological reflection regarding Scripture among the disciplines today; the special role of Scripture in the development of law, the humanities, and social sciences; and the way the Bible speaks to issues of academic freedom, intellectual tolerance, and religious liberty. 328 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

588991 FINDING THE LOST IMAGES OF GOD. By Timothy S. Lanak. Draws on archaeological, ancient texts, anthropology, and personal experiences and traces seven image pairs that span the Old and New Testaments to reveal a rich and multifaceted relationship between God and the personhood of Jesus. Offers the word on illus., most in color. 142 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


585851 LIVING LIKE JESUS IN MUSLIM AMERICA. By Haroon Siddiqui. Based on a two-year study of Muslims in the 17th-century slave trade to the 18th-century immigration wave to the nation of Islam. Drawing on interviews in contemporary Muslim and Christian communities, Curiel portrays the diversity of practices, cultures, and observances that make up Muslim America. 186 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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Religion and Spirituality

58097x THE ANALECTS OF CONFUCIUS: A Philosophical Translation, By R.T. Artes & H. Rosenmont. Based on the latest research and complete with both Chinese and English texts, this revealing translation serves both as an excellent introduction to Confucian thought and as an authoritative account of the debates surrounding it. 326 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

58192x WISDOM FROM WOMEN IN THE BIBLE: Giants of the Faith Speak into Our Lives, By John C. Maxwell. If you could spend a few minutes with biblical heroines Ruth, Sarah, Mary, and others, what valuable lessons would they share with you? Maxwell shares lessons on life, love, and leadership inspired by the Bible, focusing on the stories of nine incredible women. Meet these giants of the faith who had their lives transformed by God. 184 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

58385x THE CHURCH VISIBLE, REVISED EDITION: The Ceremonial Life and Protocol of the Catholic Church, By James-Charles Noonan, Jr. Exhaustive reference work on the complex rituals of the Roman Catholic Church, its ceremonies, traditions, and Byzantine hierarchies. Includes the momentous changes instituted by the Second Vatican Council. Shows how the Church reinvents itself most effectively when it confronts its mistakes. 263 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

583650x THE SECRETS OF TANTRIC BUDDHISM. By Thomas Cleary. Presents accessible translations of 46 classic texts found in the Carya-gita, a collection of teachings by more than 20 famous Siddhas, or Tantric adepts, who lived in the 10th and 11th centuries. Cleary unlocks the mysteries of these texts and provides commentary that clarifies their meaning for the modern reader. 226 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95


582095x THE WAY OF SERENITY: Finding Peace and Happiness in the Serenity Prayer, By Jonathan Morris. Lord, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference. Morris offers an in-depth exploration of this deceptive simple petition. 248 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

582377 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO CATHOLICISM. By John Zmirak. Pierces through the pink fog of liberal wishful thinking and skewers the teachings of the Church really are—why Catholics believe them, the main objections people raise to them, and how the Church answers those objections. 370 pages. Regny. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

586853 THE REAL MESSIAH: The Throne of St. Mark and the True Origin of Christianity, By Stephan Huller. Who is the true Christ? He was the last King of the Jews, true heir to the royal title mockingly bestowed on Jesus of Nazareth. This thesis presents a radically different view of the holy man, and how he challenged the dominant beliefs of his time. 146 pages. Hierophant. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $2.95

584714 DECODING YOUR DESTINY. By Carmen Harra. The author, a metaphysical intuitive, reveals a fascinating reality: we all have a “soul code,” she reveals how to decode your soul code, and how you can work with it to understand your destiny and make the most of your potential. Filled with exercises, tips, and inspiring stories. 186 pages. Beyond Words. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

589057 THE SECRETS OF TANTRIC BUDDHISM. By Thomas Cleary. Presents accessible translations of 46 classic texts found in the Carya-gita, a collection of teachings by more than 20 famous Siddhas, or Tantric adepts, who lived in the 10th and 11th centuries. Cleary unlocks the mysteries of these texts and provides commentary that clarifies their meaning for the modern reader. 226 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

584712 SWORD OF ZEN: Master Takuan and His Writings on Immovable Wisdom and Bodhisattva 2000 Years of Zen Wisdom, By Gordon Thomas. This is one of the best introductions to Zen ever written, and here Thomas presents an authorized and modern translation of Zen Buddhist masters. This book is basic to Zen—‘user’s manuals’ that show how to manifest Zen in sword play and everyday life. 182 pages. UHP. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $16.95

7820 TAP THE TOLTEC PATH OF TRANSFORMATION. By HeatherAsh Amara. The Four Elements—air, fire, water, and earth—all carry specific properties and have functions that can lead to a complete transformation along four different dimensions of life. Amara’s instruction and guidance, we can learn to navigate the Path to find our own Divine Center—andinner peace. Book Club Edition. 146 pages. Hierophant. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $2.95

5751925 YOU’RE ALREADY AMAZING: Embracing Who You Are, Becoming All God Created You to Be, By Gerit T. Lasch. Invites you to embrace one very important truth—that you really are already amazing. Like a trusted friend, she gently shows you how to forget the lies and expectations that have limited your life, and believe that God loves you and has bigger plans for your life than you’ve ever imagined. Book Club Edition. 219 pages. Revell. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

579493 THE FUTURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH WITH POPE FRANCIS, By Barry W. Zeller. The momentous changes in the history of the Catholic Church to illuminate our understanding of Pope Francis and the institutional challenges he faces. In studying these changes, this book shows how the Church reinvents itself most effectively when it confronts its mistakes. 263 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95


463072 UNTIE THE STRONG WOMAN. By Clarissa Pinkola Estes. Invites us to come together and join the shelter of The Holy Mother, whether she appears to us as the Madonna, Our Lady of Guadalupe, or any of her other presentations. Estes shares an unforgettable collection of stories, poems, sayings, and blessings. Illus. in color. 374 pages. Sounds True. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

572331 ABSOLUTE MONARCHS: A History of the Papacy, By John Julius Norwich. Captures nearly 2,000 years of inspiration and devotion, intrigue and scandal in a sweeping chronicle of one of the most significant and controversial institutions in history. From Innocent I to Paul III to Benedict XV, it is an informative and provocative study of the Vatican’s most revered and revered figures throughout the history of Catholicism. 16 pages of color illus. 512 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

547188 GOD: The Most Unpleasant Character in All Fiction. By Dan Barker. Illustrates what negative character traits of God by using a series of selected verses which are followed by the author’s personal remarks. Barker ends with eight chapters that expand on the original list, as well as a final chapter that extends the list into the New Testament. Illus. 310 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $22.95 $14.95

450434 WAKING UP: A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion. By Sam Harris. Some Americans do not follow religion but continue to enjoy its cultural, symbolic, and psychological benefits. Harris argues that there is more to understanding reality than science and secular culture generally allow, and that how we present ourselves largely determines the quality of our lives. 245 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

CD 5851661 WAKING UP IN HEAVEN. By C. McVeà & T. Tremskowski. Read by Crystal McVeà. On December 10, 2009, Crystal McVeà stopped breathing. Today, she doesn’t remember her mother screaming, or the nurses trying to revive her. She simply remembers drifting off...and waking up in heaven. Here, McVeà recounts her lifelong pursuit of God, and the transformation that changed her life. Over 8 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95
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457673X THE CASE FOR GRACE: A Journalist Explores the Evidence of Transformed Lives. By Lee Strobel. The author delivers a compelling and personal account of grace, focusing on God's transforming work in the lives of men and women today. Drawing upon his own journey from atheism to Christianity, he explores the depth and breadth of all God's redeeming love in a series of inspiring testimonials. Book Club Edition. $3.95

★ 5792185 TOTEMS, ANIMALS, PLANTS & SIMPEL. By Celia M. Gunn. Gives a greater understanding of more than 60 totem animals, including bears and bison, frogs and foxes, and robins and roosters. A comprehensive A-Z encyclopedia primer. Gunn leads you through the steps for accessing your chosen spirit guide and helps you to explore the role of animal spirits in cultures around the world. Well illus. 392 pages. $19.95


5871638 LIVE LOVE LEAD: Your Best Is Yet to Come! By Brian Houston. Sharing his own life-tested experiences and three powerful biblical truths he’s learned, the founder and pastor of Hillsong Church espouses a transformative approach to life that will help you navigate a path to faith that is all your own. 240 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

5864762 SPIRITS OF THE PLACE: Buddhism and Lao Religious Culture. By John Clifford Holt. An exploration of the history, politics, and religious currents in Laos, and how Theravada Buddhism is entwined with Lao religious cosmology. 348 pages. UHP Paperback. $7.95

★ 5865698 THIRTY THOUSAND DAYS: The Journey Home to God. By Catherine L. Morgan. Offers an opportunity to think about and savor the reality of Heaven—of finally going Home. This special volume draws your mind immediately to Christ and invites you to revel with a childlike excitement, in the salvation he has secured for us. 221 pages. Christian Focus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

★ 5836468 THE SECRET INITIATION OF JOHN THE BAPTIST. By Robert Feather. Presents persuasive, powerful evidence illustrating the strong link between the Qumran Essenes and teachings of the Christian Scriptures, demonstrating that both John the Baptist and Jesus were intimately involved with this community. Photos. 457 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $18.95


★ 5840554 THE SECRETS OF BIBLICAL WISDOM. By Kyle Seary. Through personal examples, biblical examples, stories and Scriptures, Seary shares the secrets to unlocking the collection of God’s wisdom and practical offices that end with easy-to-do actions that will help you enjoy starting wisdom’s benefits in your life today. 188 pages. Chosen Books. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 5913896 CHRISTIANS IN THE CROSSHAIRS: Persecution in the Bible and America. By Walter J. C. Cochran. Two kinds of Christian persecution exist: individual and institutional. Many forms of persecution take place, the most prevalent being bias, slander, discrimination, violence, and oppression. These diverse forms of persecution against Christians are taking place around the world today. 182 pages. Weaver Book. Corp. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ 5883555 UNFINISHED: Believing Is Only the Beginning. By Richard Stearns. Rediscover the critical mission of Christ in our world today and the richness of God’s calling on our lives. We will find our deepest purpose only when we discover the unique role God created for us to play in his unfolding story. 262 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ 5881900 THE LOST BOOKS OF MERLYN: Druid Magic from the Age of Arthur. By Douglas Monroe. Rich with authentic lore and magical techniques, this work of traditional, Celtic-style storytelling and scholarship serves to unlock the doorway to your imagination. This powerful follow-up to The 21 Lessons of Merlyn holds the spiritual nourishment and practical shamanic methods to create the essential spirit of the heart. By Gregory of the Island of Avalon. 409 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

5873622 THE SISTHERHOOD. By Bobbie Houston. At the core of Sistherhood is a message of value and a genuine desire for women to “unite” in friendship and in order to bring hope where hope has been lost. The Sistherhood is a story of God’s daughters on the earth, changing “their “here and now” and looking to the future with expectation that the revolution of the heart that has already begun will bring about a new world. 258 pages. FaithWords. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

5869668 ON RELIGION AND MEMORY. Ed. by Babette Hellemans et al. These essays take up the challenge implied in Augustine’s paradox of time: How does one account for the continuity of history and the certitude of memory if time, in the guise of an indivisible “now,” cuts off any extension of the present? 271 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95

★ 5824786 JIM’S FLIGHT: One Soul’s Perspective from Heaven. By Christine Frank-Petosa with E. Williams. Does Heaven really exist? Providing us with insight, wisdom and practical knowledge, we learn from pilot Jim Petosa’s very real flight to Heaven and back that life continues beyond the physical world. Findhorn. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 5802156 THE RAMAYANA: A New Retelling of Valmiki’s Ancient Epic—Complete and Comprehensive. By L. Egenes & K. Reddy. One of the world’s most hallowed works of sacred literature, the grand, sweeping epic of the divine warrior and warrior Rama and his spiritual battle against the demon-king Ravana. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

★ 5811821 A CALL TO MERCY: How to Love, Hands to Serve. By Mother Teresa. Published to coincide with Pope Francis’ Year of Mercy and the Vatican’s canonization of Mother Teresa, this compilation of unpublished material offers a remarkable woman’s profound yet accessible wisdom on how we can show mercy and compassion in our everyday lives. 364 pages. Image. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

★ 5805700 THE PURPOSE DRIVEN LIFE. By Rick Warren. Helps you understand why you are here and how to live a meaningful life for you both here and now, and for eternity. Warren will guide you through a personal 40-day spiritual journey that will transform your answer to life’s most important question. What on earth am I here for? 361 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

5798804 GOD’S POWER TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE. By Rick Warren. We all have areas in our lives we’d like to change, now that we haven’t tried. Self-help books and seminars tell you what and how to make that change—but they don’t give you the power to change. Warren lays the groundwork for personal improvement through the power of God’s Word and the power of His Spirit. 236 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

510930 THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA ACCORDING TO OLD RECORDS. By Paul Carus. First published in 1894, Classic anthology brings a highly influential work in the history of Buddhism to a new generation of readers. It also provides the opportunity to reflect on our changing attitudes and understanding of Buddhism in the century since its first publication. Illus. 522 pages. Open Court. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

★ 5802970 THE HEART-MIND MATRIX: How the Heart Can Teach the Mind New Ways to Think. By Joseph Chilton Pierce. The author explains how the heart provides the balancing intelligence to the brain’s calculating intellect, and how we have lost the heart in generations past through a breakdown of the nurturing culture of our ancestors. Offering a rich variety of evidence, he proposes how we can reconnect our emotional core and how to change our thinking.

5906482 SHOBOGENZO, VOLUME I: The True Dharma-Eye Treasury. Reprints in its entirety the first volume of Zen master Eihei Dogen’s Dharma-Eye. Offering a comprehensive presentation of Dogen’s thought on matters ranging from the practicalities of monastic life to the most profound insights into Soto Buddhist practice and teachings. 414 pages. BKD America. Publish. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

5906490 SHOBOGENZO, VOLUME IV: The True Dharma-Eye Treasury. Reprints in its entirety the fourth volume of Zen master Eihei Dogen’s 13th-century masterwork, offering a comprehensive presentation of Dogen’s thought on matters ranging from the practicalities of monastic life to the most profound insights into Soto Buddhist practice and teachings. 414 pages. BKD America. Publish. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

★ 588574X EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT GOD (BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK). By Eric Metaxas. Get the lowdown on the big questions everyone asks with straight and often funny answers that don’t hide the truth behind theological language. Is God anti-sex? What’s the real story on miracles? What does the Bible say about things like UFOs, ESP and the afterlife? If God is good, why is there suffering? 226 pages. WaterBrook Press. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

5838482 SOMEWHERE MORE HOLY. By Tony Woodfield. Woodfield’s newfound trust in God turns to disillusionment and anger after he and his wife are told to abort a cancer-torn baby. As these grieving parents struggle to save their marriage and their faith, they see life emerge from everything that died with their child. They learn to hope in the broken places, and joy in the sons who have never met their lost sister, but who miss her all the same. 205 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

★ 5851722 BY MORNING’S LIGHT: The True Story of a Mother’s Reconnection with Her Son through the Power of Prayer. By Ginny Brock. From vivid dreams to meaningful signs, Brock learns to recognize how those in spirit communicate with their loved ones on earth. A remarkable collection of her heart-rending messages she received from the other side, and the extraordinary one on one conversation she continues to have with her deceased son Drew. Photos. 308 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
**Religion and Spirituality**


**Economic History**

582095 WHEN MONEY DIES. By Adam Ferguson. The classic history of what happens when a nation’s currency depreciates beyond recovery. In 1923, with its currency worthless and the German republic was all but reduced to a barter economy. People watched helplessly as their life savings disappeared and their loved ones died of hunger. This seminal study was published as a two-volume set. 269 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

361847 BALANCE: The Economics of Great Powers from Ancient Rome to Modern America, By G. Hubbard & T. Kane. In this groundbreaking work, two economists explain why economic imbalances cause civil collapse—and why the United States could be next. 351 pages. S&S. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**Science & Invention**

362718 MONEY MISCHIEF: Episodes in Monetary History. By Milton Friedman. 268 pages. Harcourt Brace. Pub. at $20.00 $19.95


**Maritime History**

572958 GREAT LAKES SHIPS WE REMEMBER III. By Peter J. Van der Linden. Completing the trilogy of the series, volume three tells the story of more than 160 vessels which, in their passage, touched the lives of many and left their passing indelibly etched in the fabric of life along the Great Lakes. Well illus. 421 pages. Freshwater. $19.95

2697920 DISASTERS AT SEA: A Visual History of Infamous Shipwrecks. By Liz Mechem. This guide to one of the world’s most reprehensible activities takes us to the depths of the ocean floor, where the decaying skeletons of some of the world’s most majestic ships lie. These disasters reveal some of the most heroic, tragic, bewildering, and shameful episodes in maritime history. Well illus., many color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

480757 THE TITANIC FOR DUMMIES. By Stephen Spignesi. Offers an entertaining exploration of history’s most infamous maritime disaster. See how the Titanic was built, learn about the life that was like onboard, examine the disasters that made that fateful night, and join the discovery of the ship’s amazing wreckage. Photos. 320 pages. Wiley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4635078 TURTLE: David Bushnell’s Revolutionary Vessel. By R.R. Manyan & J.F. Danner. A historical look into David Bushnell’s “engine of deviation,” which he designed and built to help win the naval war during the Revolution. This examination traces the story of Bushnell’s submarine attack. Photos. 372 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $29.95 $8.95
**670291 NORMANDIE: France’s Legendary Art Deco Ocean Liner.** By John Maxtone-Graham. Documents the ship’s design, construction, and service. Well illus. 260 pages. 10x11. Pub. at $100.00 $89.95

**572943 THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME TEN.** By John O. Greenwood. In this tenth volume of the series the fleet histories of the ships Misener, Soo River, Reoch, International-Harvester, Keystone, Lake Tankers, Lloyd Tankers, Merchants Marine, and Masaba Steamer are detailed. Well illus. 198 pages. Freshwater. 8¼x11¼. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**572949 THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME THREE.** By John O. Greenwood. The detailed history of the ships the Reiss, Peavey, Garland, Farrar, Western, Bassett and Foote vessels are detailed. Each vessel is cross-indexed and vital statistics are provided. Well illus. 158 pages. Freshwater. 8¼x11¼. $7.95

**572941 THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME FOUR.** By John O. Greenwood. In this eighth volume of the series the fleet histories of the ships the Shenango Furnace, Cleveland Tankers, Lakeland Tankers, Diamond Steamer, Hindman Transportation, Lakehead Transportation, Great Lakes Lumber and Shipping and the Great Lakes Steamship Company are detailed. Each vessel is cross-indexed and vital statistics are provided. Well illus. 184 pages. Freshwater. 8¼x11¼. $7.95

**572954 THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME EIGHT.** By John O. Greenwood. In this eighth volume of the series the fleet histories of the ships the Lighter Company, Great Lakes Paper and the Dumas & Sword are detailed. Well illus. 162 pages. Freshwater & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95


**576691 THE REST I WILL KILL: William Tillman and the Unforgettable Story of How One Tree Black Man Relused to Become a Slave.** By Brian McClellan. Independence Day, 1861: The schooner S.J. Waring sets sail from New York on a routine voyage to South America. Seventeen days later, it hit something back in the ship’s black starboard. William Tillman, at the helm. The largely untold story of that ill-fated voyage, one of the most harrowing tales of captivity and survival at sea unfolds here. Illus. 236 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $13.95

**462948 A DICTIONARY OF PASSENGER SHIP NAMESakes 1900-1955.** By David L. Williams. Well illus. 288 pages. Ian Allan. 8½x11¾. Import. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

**572945 THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME SIX.** By John O. Greenwood. In this sixth volume of the series the fleet histories of the ships James Paisley and James Playfair fleets are detailed. Each vessel is cross-indexed and vital statistics are provided. Well illus. 165 pages. Freshwater. 8¼x11¼. $7.95

**572953X THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME SEVEN.** By John O. Greenwood. In this seventh volume of the series the fleet histories of the ships Davidson, George Tomlinson, Lake Transit, Brown & Co., Canada Starch, Port Colborne & St. Lawrence navigation, Coal Carriers Bayswater and Jupiter Steamship are detailed. Each vessel is cross-indexed and vital statistics are provided. Well illus. 189 pages. Freshwater. 8¼x11¼. $7.95

**572952 THE FLEET HISTORIES SERIES, VOLUME SIX.** By John O. Greenwood. In this sixth volume of the series the fleet histories of the ships Cleveland-Cliffs, Detroit and Cleveland Navigation, Traverse City Transportation and the Bay Shipbuilding Company are detailed. Each vessel is cross-indexed and vital statistics are provided. Well illus. 198 pages. Freshwater. 8¼x11¼. $7.95

**188997 THE TRAGEDY OF THE ROYAL TITY: The 1836 Circus Steamship Fire.** By Mark Warner. 120 pages. 8x11. Down East. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95


**584589 GREAT SOUTH LAND: How Dutch Sailors Found Australia and An English Pirate Almost Beat Captain Cook... By Bob Mundle. Illus., also some. 351 pages. 8¾x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**454203 THE CHELUSKY ADVENTURE.** By R.E.G. Davies with Y. Salinikov. Well illus. 262 pages. Paladwr, 11½x8½. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95


**Aviation History**

**457067 SET JET: The People, the Planes, the Glamour and the Romance in Aviation’s Glory Years.** By William Stadiem. In October 1956, Pan American Airways began making regularly scheduled flights between New York and Paris. A company-owned wonder jet, the Boeing 707. Dizzy anecdotes and finely rendered character sketches re-create the world of luxurious airplanes and wealthy trendsetters.

**581775 FALLING UPWARDS.** By Richard Holmes. Follows the pioneer generation of balloon aeronauts, the daring and enigmatic men who women who risked their lives to take to the air. Why did they do it, what were their contemporaries thinking about it, and how did their flights revealed the secret of flight? The Birth of Flight. 1889-1914: How we understand our planet is a compelling adventure that only Holmes could tell. 24 pages of photos, most color, 404 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00 $13.95

**587210 ATLANTIC FEVER: Lindbergh, His Competitors, and the Race to Cross the Atlantic.** By Joe Jackson. For five weeks—from April 14 to May 21, 1927—the world held its breath while fourteen aviators took to the air to capture the world’s first nonstop transatlantic race. The first to offer the first man to cross the Atlantic Ocean without stopping. The story of this milestone in American history is chronicles here. Photos. 526 pages. FSB. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95

### Automobiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Motorsports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LEGENDARY MUSTANG</strong></td>
<td>Bob Brocklehurst</td>
<td>The story of Ford's legendary pony car, from its introduction in 1964 to the present day. Well illustrated in color. 256 pages. Motorbooks. 9x11. Pub. at $35.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Muscle Cars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO MUSCLE CARS</strong></td>
<td>Jim Glastonbury</td>
<td>A comprehensive guide to the world of American muscle cars, covering everything from the early muscle cars of the 1950s to modern-day supercars. Fully illustrated in color. 499 pages. Last Gasp. 11x8¼. Pub. at $75.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Resto-Mods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LEGENDARY MUSCLE CAR NATION</strong></td>
<td>Bruce Cameron</td>
<td>A comprehensive guide to the world of American muscle cars, covering everything from the early muscle cars of the 1950s to modern-day supercars. Fully illustrated in color. 499 pages. Last Gasp. 11x8¼. Pub. at $75.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Restoration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO AUTO BODY REPAIR, 2ND EDITION</strong></td>
<td>Dennis W. Parks</td>
<td>Whether your ride is a classic muscle car, a modern supercar, or an antique, this guide has everything you need to know about repairing and restoring bodywork. Fully illustrated in color. 120 pages. Islandport. Pub. at $18.95.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuning and Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOw TO TUNE AND MODIFY AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS</strong></td>
<td>Jeff Hartman</td>
<td>A comprehensive guide to tuning and modifying automotive engine management systems. Fully illustrated in color. 300+ color photos. Motorbooks. 8x11¼. Pub. at $33.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRIVE! HENRY FORD, GEORGE SELDEN, AND THE RACE TO INVENT THE AUTO AGE</strong></td>
<td>Lawrence Goldstone</td>
<td>A detailed look at the early days of the automobile industry, focusing on the inventors and innovators who helped shape the world of mobility. Well illustrated in color. 372 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5610387</strong> <strong>THE COUPE CAR</strong></td>
<td>Matt Stone</td>
<td>A comprehensive guide to the world of American muscle cars, covering everything from the early muscle cars of the 1950s to modern-day supercars. Fully illustrated in color. 499 pages. Last Gasp. 11x8¼. Pub. at $75.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Special Editions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---
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Tractors

★ 4521773 FARMALL, 2ND EDITION: The Red Tractor That Revolutionized Farming by R. Leffingwell & R.N. Pripps. Here is the best, most authoritative and colorful history of the "big red tractor" that revolutionized farming. Second edition fully updated, covering 21st-century tractors from Case IH, New Holland, and Steyr, including new versions of the Farmall. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Voyageur. 9x4x11. Pub. at $40.00 $27.95

★ 5902585 ALLIS-CHALMERS SHOP MANUAL. The preferred line of tractor repair manuals since 1948, this guide is written for the experienced mechanic by professionals. Includes an easy to use format for quick and handy reference illustrations; and exploded views and photos. Haynes. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $23.95

★ 5925800 MASSEY-FERGUSON SHOP MANUAL. The preferred line of tractor repair manuals since 1948, this guide is written for the experienced mechanic by professionals. Includes an easy to use format for quick and handy reference illustrations; and exploded views and photos. 9x6. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $23.95

★ 5925762 JCB 3C MKII BACKHOE LOADER 1977 ONWARDS: Owners' Workshop Manual. By Julian Berry. Featuring a wealth of technical illustrations, photographs, and unique behind the scenes details, this guide provides an entertaining yet authoritative account and information for restoring a jcb machine, in addition to looking at how a restored example is maintained and operated today. 156 pages. Haynes. 8x10¾. $27.95

★ 3678072 THE TRACTOR FACTOR: The World's Rarest Classic Farm Tractors. By Robert N. Pripps. 160 pages. Voyageur. 8x11. $27.00 $18.95

★ 2682001 MASSEY FERGUSON 35 & 65 MODELS IN DETAIL. By Michael Thorne. 200 illus., many color. 136 pages. Herridge & Sons. 8¼x10¾. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

Mythology & History

★ 5823250 THE KRAMPUS AND THE OLD, DARK CHRISTMAS. By Al Ridenour. The Krampus, a folkloric devil associated with St. Nicholas in Alpine Austria and Germany is now becoming part of the American Christmas. The old world from which he comes was haunted by ghosts, witches, devilish horsemen, and other sinister characters. These strange winter animals are linked to a monster more popular than ever, the Krampus. Illus. well, in most color. 256 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

5625438 THE TABINOGION. This important collection of tales draws on pre-Christian Celtic mythology, historical accounts and international folklore to give us a highly developed medieval Welsh narrative tradition. All of Lady Charlotte Guest’s 19th-century translations are gathered here. 504 pages. The Lost Library. Paperback Import. $9.95

5659897 THE TRIUMPH OF THE SEA GODDESS. The War Against the Goddess Hidden Under The Tiber. By Silvia Sora argues that Homer’s tales do not describe adventures in the Mediterranean but are adaptations of pre-Celtic myths that chronicle an Atlantic coastal war that shaped the best known Peninsula around 1200 BCE. The resulting invasion of the Mediterranean was a spiritual turning point in which the goddess became demonized. 248 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

4832680 MYTHS & LEGENDS: An Illustrated Guide to Their Origins and Meanings. By Philip Wilkinson. From the heroes of ancient Greece to the dreaming of Australian Aborigines, here are the myths that, thousands of years after they were first told, are still relevant today. Unravel the meaning and context behind the myths and understand their cultural significance with this study. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $19.95


★ 5968896 FROM THE ASHES OF ANGELS: The Forbidden Legacy of a Fallen Race. By Andrew Collins. Our mythology describes how beings of great beauty and intelligence, who served as messengers of God, fell from grace through pride. The author reveals their政府, political factions, and private lives. This volume of essays on the archetypes reveals their lives and times. Illus. 233 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $36.95 $4.95

★ 5801303 THE VIKINGS. By Rene Chartrand et al. Examine in detail the world of the Vikings, from the hero, the raiding warrior, to their iconographic ships that allowed them to navigate their way through treacherous waters, and their homesteads where they raised families, built communities, and created the culture that would influence today. Well illus. in color and b&w. 136 pages. Existing. $11.95

5902867 THE MYTH OF ANCIENT EGYPT. By Charlotte Booth. Investigates eight common thoughts about Egypt—its origins and development—in an attempt to separate fact from fiction. Demystifying topics from the River Nile to the Ramessid figures like Hatshepsut and Cleopatra, this work gives new clarity to the story of this ancient world. Well illus., some color. 284 pages. Amberley. Paperback $5.95


585847X THE DISCOVERY OF MIDDLE EARTH. By Graham Robb. Takes readers on a treasure hunt that uncovers the secrets of one of the world’s great civilizations, revealing dramatic proof of the extreme sophistication of the Celts, and their creation of the earliest accurate civilization map. Illus. 388 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95


★ 5743514 VIKINGS: Raiders, Traders and Masters of the Sea. By Rodney Castleden. Examining the achievements of the Viking Age, Castleden shows how these tall, blond, hardy seafarers, with their amazing sense of adventure and brilliant seamanship, came to share their everyday culture and craftsmanship with local inhabitants, leaving behind an enduring legacy of Viking-inspired fashion and choice to the world. Well illus. 224 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
5800641 LIFE IN A MEDIEVAL VILLAGE. By Frances & Joseph Gies. Though the main focus is on Elton, circa 1300, the book supplies general historical background, development, and decline of the European village. Meticulously researched and vividly told, the captivating world of the Middle Ages is illuminated, demonstrating what life was like during a fascinating era. Illus. 257 pages. Harper. Paperback Import. $11.95
5904129 THE WARS OF THE ROSES. By Matthew Lewis. Examines the main players behind the events of this bloody period—their philosophies, their motives, their successes and their failures. Along the way, Lewis uncovers the lesser-known tales and personal stories often lost in the broad sweep of a famously complex epoch of shifting fortunes and loyalties. 16 pages of color photos. 287 pages. Amberley. Import. $34.95 $9.95
5903868 DEUS VULT: A Concise History of the Crusades. By Jem Duducu. The story of the Crusades is also the story of Europe, filled with great events, personalities, coronation history, defeat, development, and decline of the European village. Meticulously researched and vividly told, the captivating world of the Middle Ages is illuminated, demonstrating what life was like during a fascinating era. Illus. 257 pages. Harper. Paperback Import. $11.95
5790824 BOSWORTH 1485: The Battle That Transformed England. By Michael Jones. Offers a lively and authoritative reinterpretation of the Battle of Bosworth Field, where the Wars of the Roses ended. Jones uses archival discoveries to show that Richard III’s defeat was achieved by pure chance, and relocates the battle away from the site recognized for more than 500 years. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 259 pages. Pegasus. Orig. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95
590370X EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE TUDORS BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK. By Terry Brooks. This is a captivating and intriguing royal dynasty in British history with a compelling and detailed volume. Did Henry VIII compose Greensleeves? Did Anne Boleyn have six fingers on one hand? What were Thomas Cromwell’s bizarre toilet habits? The answers to these and many other questions await. 16 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. $22.95 $9.95
5903869 THE WARWICK SHIRING KING AND THE INVASION OF FRANCE. By Simon Winder. Presenting a radical new look at Henry V that reveals him as a brilliant military strategist, an ambitious conqueror, and a brutal, cost-saving, and not above wasting money. This dynamic historical narrative promises to change modern attitudes toward the Warrior King and the campaign that shaped medieval England. 251 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95
5241730 THE MEDIEVAL WORLD COMPLETE. Ed. by Robert Bartlett. Re-creates one of the great ages of European civilization through a sequence of spectacular images accompanied by a lively, informed text. This volume enables you to explore an important era of history that saw a flourishing of artistic achievement and religious faith in a world where life was often coarse and cruel, cut short by war, famine, and disease. Full-color pages. Thomas & Hudson. 320 pages. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95
5868912 AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR. By James Wasserman. Provides a fascinating history of the Knights Templar, the religious order of warrior monks established to protect Christian pilgrims traveling to the Holy Land but who became one of the most powerful organizations of the Middle Ages. Full-color, 192 pages. Vanguard. Import. $19.95
8Vx11. Paperback. $9.95
5903947 THE RELUCTANT AMBASSADOR: The Life and Times of Sir Thomas Chaloner, Tudor Diplomat. By Dan O’Sullivan. Even as monarchs take their places and even their lives, Sir Thomas Chaloner endured through the religious upheaval and political intrigue of four Tudor reigns. His is a fascinating story with few equals, encapsulating the intricacies of the English court from the days of Henry VIII to the Parliaments of Elizabeth I and James I. Color illus. 287 pages. Amberley. Import. $34.95 $9.95
5867169 SUMMER OF BLOOD: England’s First Revolution. By Dan Jones. In 1381, ravaged by poverty and oppressed by taxes, a ragtag army of English citizens, led by Wat Tyler and the Vicar of Wakefield, rose up in a rebellion led by the 14-year-old monarch Richard II. Jones brings this incendiary summer to life, capturing the idealism and brutality of one fateful summer. 16 pages of color photos. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $9.95
Maps. 746 pages.
5980853 THE HISTORY OF THE MEDIEVAL WORLD: From the Conversion of Constantine to the First Crusade. By Susan Wise Bauer. Provides a masterful narrative of the Middle Ages—a religion became a weapon for kings all over the world. In this earlier work, The History of the Ancient World, Bauer wrote of the rise of kingship based on might: now she examines how right began to replace might. $22.95
5892147 ELIZABETH: Virgin Queen. By Philippa Jones. The “Virgin Queen” was more than a title. From her childhood through her glittering 45-year reign, Elizabeth rambles us through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
585919X THE WISDOM OF THE MIDDLE AGES. By Michael K. Kellogg. Kellogg examines philosophical treatises, memoirs, letters, tales, romances, and epics, documenting the unique array of evolving concepts that drove the medieval search for wisdom, and revealing the depths of expression that characterized the Middle Ages. 381 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $35.00 $18.95
5800330 THE TEMPLARS: Knights of God. By Edward Burman. Drawing on contemporary chronicles and original texts, Burman paints a vivid picture of the Templars, an extraordinary organization of whom nearly 100,000 men inhabited for over three centuries of myth and legend. 207 pages. Destiny. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95
5903882 THE MIDDLE AGES UNLOCKED. By G. Polack & K. Kania. To our modern minds, the Middle ages seem to mix the well-known and familiar with wildly alien concepts and circumstances. This volume provides an invaluable introduction to this complex dynamic period in England. Topics include law, religion, education, landscape, art and magic, structures, institutions, and more. 16 pages of color illus. 364 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. $17.95 $12.95
5857711 RELIGIOUS WOMEN IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. By Carolingian Francis. By Felice Lifshitz. This groundbreaking study of the intellectual and monastic culture of the eighth century looks closely at a group of manuscripts associated with one of the most important religious centers in medieval Europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
5857711 RELIGIOUS WOMEN IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. By Carolingian Francis. By Felice Lifshitz. This groundbreaking study of the intellectual and monastic culture of the eighth century looks closely at a group of manuscripts associated with one of the most important religious centers in medieval Europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
5903882 THE MIDDLE AGES UNLOCKED. By G. Polack & K. Kania. To our modern minds, the Middle ages seem to mix the well-known and familiar with wildly alien concepts and circumstances. This volume provides an invaluable introduction to this complex dynamic period in England. Topics include law, religion, education, landscape, art and magic, structures, institutions, and more. 16 pages of color illus. 364 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. $17.95 $12.95
5857711 RELIGIOUS WOMEN IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. By Carolingian Francis. By Felice Lifshitz. This groundbreaking study of the intellectual and monastic culture of the eighth century looks closely at a group of manuscripts associated with one of the most important religious centers in medieval Europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
5857711 RELIGIOUS WOMEN IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. By Carolingian Francis. By Felice Lifshitz. This groundbreaking study of the intellectual and monastic culture of the eighth century looks closely at a group of manuscripts associated with one of the most important religious centers in medieval Europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
5857711 RELIGIOUS WOMEN IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. By Carolingian Francis. By Felice Lifshitz. This groundbreaking study of the intellectual and monastic culture of the eighth century looks closely at a group of manuscripts associated with one of the most important religious centers in medieval Europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
5857711 RELIGIOUS WOMEN IN EARLY MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. By Carolingian Francis. By Felice Lifshitz. This groundbreaking study of the intellectual and monastic culture of the eighth century looks closely at a group of manuscripts associated with one of the most important religious centers in medieval Europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well as through their editorial interventions. Color photos. 349 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95
With Europe in ruins, the victorious Winston Churchill vowed to seek revenge. From exile, he instigated the biggest manhunt in British History. By D. Jordan & M. Walsh. When Charles I was executed in 1649, his son Charles II vowed to seek revenge. From exile, he instigated the biggest manhunt in British History. By D. Jordan & M. Walsh.

By Michael Fry. Provides a refreshing and very human perspective of a dynamic period of change and progress in Scottish history. Side-stepping the usual focus on assimilation into the UK, Fry highlights the distinctive Scottishness of Scotland, laying the foundations of nationality in the years to come. 16 pages of photos. 466 pages. Briton. Import. $9.95

By Timothy Vamp. Examines the crucial junctions of the Tudor period when history could easily have taken different turns. While speculative, the scenarios are plausible and robust, firm understanding of actual events and their contexts. Venning gives readers a clear account of why things happened the way they did, and a tantalizing view of how they might have differed. 234 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. $39.95

By Rory Stewart. A member of Parliament since 2010, in this new book he argues that the war to end all wars is coming to an end. The battlefield of tomorrow is no longer one of bullets, but ideas. $29.95

**Middle Eastern History**

5752981 A TIME TO ATTACK: The Looming Iranian Nuclear Threat. By Matthew Kroenig. One of the world's leading authorities delivers a history of Iran's nuclear program and international attempts to curtail it, a dramatic call to action to prevent the country from acquiring a nuclear weapon and further, and an insider's account of what needs to be done if the crisis continues to develop. 256 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

5908949 AMERICAN SIEGELS: Two Families, Four Generations, and the Story of America's First Paper Currency. By Brian VanDeMark. The story of the Syrian Protestant College, later renamed the American University of Beirut. What began as an American mission school grew to become the most influential institution of higher education in the Middle East. Photos. 252 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95


5914078 THE ORIGINS OF ISIS: The Collapse of Nations and Revolution in the Middle East. By Sridharan B. The rapid expansion of ISIS—the so-called Islamic State in Iraq and Syria—has made headline news since its establishment in 2013. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the roots, tactics, and ideology of the group, and the expenses that led that of Islamic State. 232 pages. I.B. Tauris. $12.95

5955173 UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE SPODE: Power and Revolution in Modern Turkey. By Kaya Genc. Exploring the lives of Turkey's angry young people and the aftermath of the failed 2016 coup, Genc shows a divided society coming to terms with the 21st century. Following the reforms of Atatürk, the Young Turks, and into the heart of the palace to capture this remarkable place and take in all its color and opulence. 277 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

5719945 SYRIA: An Outline History. By John D. Grainger. Grainger gives an sweeping overview of the making of this historical region. The journey of the region through the process of Assyrian, Persian, Phoenician, Greek, Roman, Arab, Turkish, French and British attempts to dominate this area, key events and influences. Includes 368 pages. Harper & Sword. Import. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

3658627 THE OTTOMAN ENDGAME: War, Revolution, and the Making of the Modern Middle East, 1908-1923. By Sean McMeekin. In 1908, the last of a sprawling empire was on the point of collapse. A McMeekin serves up an astonishing retelling of 20th-century history from the Ottoman perspective, delivering profound new insights into the prelude to World War I. The Ottoman Middle East. 52 pages of photos. 550 pages. Penguin $24.95

5914086 THE OTTOMANS IN SYRIA: A History of Justice and Oppression. By Jakob Ben-Doveh. Chronicling the long history of the administration of the Syrian interior from 1785 to 1841 and showing how the Ottomans established independent local power bases and how their rule over the peasantry was based on oppression and extortion. 244 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


5769862 CAIRO: Memoir of a City Transformed. By Abdoul Soule. 244 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

5497036 CROSSROADS OF WAR: A Historical Atlas of the Middle East. By Ian Barnes with M. Ruthven. 224 pages. I.B. Tauris. $8.95


**North American History**

454093X FIRE AND LIGHT: How the Enlightenment Transformed Our World. By James MacGregor Burns. This engaging, provocative history brilliantly illuminates the Enlightenment and the eighteenth-century revolution in thought that underpins the Enlightenment, when audacious questions and astonishing ideas tore across Europe and the New World, transforming thought, overthrowing governments, and inspiring a new kind of capitalism. 388 pages. St. Martin's. $18.00

5821363 THE ROAD TAKEN: The History and Future of America’s Infrastructure. By Peter Peterson. An engineer and historian explores our core infrastructure of roads and bridges and explains how essential their maintenance is to America’s economic health. The road we take toward rebuilding our aging infrastructure will determine our future national prosperity. Illus. 322 pages. $29.95

3444317 A HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN PEOPLE, THIRD EDITION. By J. M. Bumsted. Tells the stories of contact times to the present, integrating social, cultural, economic, and political history in a coherent, compelling narrative. Brief biographical sketches put a human face on the past, and flesh out excerpts from key primary-source documents. Illus., some color. 573 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $69.95 $14.95


456412X GEORGE WASHINGTON’S JOURNEY: The President Forges a New Nation. By T.H. Bestor. Illus. 304 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00 PRICE CUT TO $15.95


**Russian & Soviet History**

5774039 TENT LIFE IN SIBERIA. By George Keilman. In 1864, the author, funded by the Russo-American Telegraph Company, set out to do the seemingly impossible: telegraphically connect his home in the USA via land and ice of the Bering Straits and Siberia. His account is as enthralling today as it was 140 years ago. 425 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

5890549 THE KGB’S POISON FACTORY: From Lenin to Litvinenko. By Max Blumenthal. The KGB’s chemical weapon known as Novichok, which was used in the Litvinenko poisoning of 2006 is just one episode in a series of murders that continues until the present day. He has documented more than twenty cases when the Russian authorities used poison assassinations of their ideological opponents of the same regime. Some are revealed here for the first time. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Zenith. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

3606082 LOOKING FOR MR. SMITH: A Quest for the Truth Behind The Long Walk, the Greatest Survival Story Ever Told. By Simonson. The author proves that the Livenko and Litvinenko poisoning of 2006 is just one episode in a series of murders that continues until the present day. He has documented more than twenty cases when the Russian authorities used poison assassinations of their ideological opponents of the same regime. Some are revealed here for the first time. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Zenith. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95
**Explorers & Exploration**

- **2757072** VOYAGES TO THE SOUTH AND NORTH: Bibliotheca Australiana #62. By John Narbon. Illus., fold-out maps. Paperbound. $35.95

- **2765689** THE OBSERVATIONS OF SIR RICHARD HAWKINS: Argonaut Press #13. Ed. by James A. Williamson. 190 pages. Da Capo. $7.95


**price cut to $2.95**

**Atlases**

- **3650960** ATLAS OF CURSED PLACES: A Travel Guide to Dangerous and Frightful Destinations. By Olivier Le Carrer. Presents a stunning tenth edition, this critically acclaimed atlas conveys us to the most important and relevant topics gripping our planet today. Through detailed, accurate maps; informative fact boxes; charts, and beautiful, engaging diagrams, this atlas provides us with a vital development of our world in the reliable, authoritative, and innovative style that *National Geographic* is known for. Slipcased, fully in color, 153 pages. *National Geographic*. 12¼x19. Pub. at $19.50 $12.95

- **571026X** COMPLETE ATLAS OF THE WORLD, 3RD EDITION: The Definitive View of the Earth. Ed. by Simon Mumford. With over 300 detailed maps and world and regional coverage, this fully revised and updated edition brings to us the enormous power and geographical information available in the digital age. Includes fact-files for all 196 countries, 100,000 place names, more than 100 city plans and a comprehensive index-gazetteer. 432 pages. Döring Kindersley. 10¾x14½. Pub. at $75.00

- **5803780** COMPACT WORLD ATLAS, 6TH EDITION. Ed. by Simon Mumford. Provides an unparalleled reference to the world’s continents, regions, and countries. Fully revised and updated, it includes more than 90 maps; detailed "facilities" on every nation, 20,000 place names, and a comprehensive index. 192 pages. Döring Kindersley. Pub. at $15.00 $6.95

- **5892139** DIVE ATLAS OF THE WORLD: An Illustrated Reference to the World’s Dive Sites, Described and Photographed by Experts. From well-known classics to sites only recently discovered, this global selection offers the discerning diver a feast of locations to choose from. Sites are clearly mapped and enhanced with gorgeous photography. 300 pages. MM Lifestyle Books. Pub. at $60.00 $44.55

- **4522249** THE LANDS OF ICE AND FIRE: Maps from King’s Landing to Across the Narrow Sea. By George R.R. Martin. Fully in color. Bantam. 9 x 12. Pub. at $40.00 $27.95

**Women in History**

- **5859378** NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN: Making History. By M.S. Smith & E.H. Wilson. Brings together a wealth of stories and pictures to demonstrate how North Carolina women lived from the days of early native settlements to the end of World War II. This edition is completely revised and updated, and takes the critical influence of women in shaping the character and economy of the state and its citizens. 382 pages. UNC Press. 8¾x11. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

- **4529193** RISE OF THE ROCKET GIRLS: The Women Who Propelled Us, from Missiles to the Moon to Mars. By Nathalia Holt. Based on extensive research and interviews with the living members of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) team, the author tells the stories of the women who charted a course not only for the future of space exploration but also for the profession of female scientists. 16 pages of photos, some in color, 338 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00


- **5838576** REJECTED PRINCESSES: Tales of History’s Boldest Heroines, Heiresses & Heretics. By Jason Porath. Fully illustrated throughout with beautifully entertaining, this collection celebrates 100 women too uncompromising, too untoward, and too uncomfortable to fit into the princess role. In the words of the art historian, Porath profiles and canonizes with Disney-style illustration are rebels and rulers, pioneers and fighters whose role in history deserve illumination. 370 pages. Day Street. 8x10⅞. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **5874831** GAME OF QUEENS: The Women Who Made Sixteenth-Century Europe. By Sarah Gristwood. Sixteenth-century Europe saw an explosion of female rule—whether they were on the throne or behind the scenes, women held unprecedented power for over 100 years. From Isabella of Castile, her daughter Katherine of Aragon, and her granddaughter Mary Tudor, England, and Elizabeth Tudor, they wielded enormous authority and shaped European history. Illus. in color. 352 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

- **5731143** THE MISTRESSES OF MIGUEL DE CERVANTES: Love, Power, and Intrigue in an English Stately Home. By Natalie Livingstone. Cerven has weathered renovation and restoration, world conflicts and cold wars, societal change and cultural changes. This rich, historical and architectural detail, is a tale of sex and power, and the exceptional women who evaded, exploited, and confronted the expectations of their day. Like Cliveden as the mistress, illus., many in color. 495 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $32.00  **price cut to $19.95**


**Gay & Lesbian Lives & History**

- **5836255** HEROES AND EXILES: Gay Icons Through the Ages. By Tom Ambrose. Looks at gay exile through the experiences of some of the most eminent homosexuals in the arts. Including writers, painters, and sculptors, such as John Keats, Lord Byron or Oscar Wilde, had tragic experiences, while others were triumphant in exile. Illus., some color. 216 pages. New Holland. Paperbound. $4.95

- **5814375** LAND OF 10,000 LOVES: A History of Queer Minnesota. By Stewart Van Cleve. A wide-ranging and unprecedented illustrated history of queer Minnesota. Drawn from the renowned Tretter Collections at the University of Minnesota, Van Cleve blends oral history, archival narrative, newspaper accounts, and fascinating illustrations to paint a remarkable picture of how Minneapolis became a gay haven. 328 pages. UMPress. 8¾x11. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

- **7644949** POSITIVE PICTURES: A Gay History. By P. Schulz & C. Lutjen. The story of HIV is a story of a few gay men who became heroes because they tried to save everybody’s life and change the whole world while doing it. Positive Pictures tells their story with photos and artwork by Jürgen Baldiga, Nan Goldin, Keith Haring, Derek Jarman, Robert Mapplethorpe, and others, 224 pages. Bruno Gmunder. 8¼x11. Import. Pub. at $55.00 $19.95

- **5860089** GAY REVOLUTIONARY STORIES: Story of the Struggle. By Lillian Faderman. An account of the ongoing fight for gay, lesbian, and trans civil rights, utilizing over 150 interviews with those who have lived the fights for the 1960s and beyond. The book’s focus on homosexuality was a criminal offense; a few brave souls paved the way for the revolutionary changes of the 1960s and beyond. Chronological historical celebration of community for today’s campaign for marriage equality. Illus. 794 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00  **price cut to $19.95**

- **5814316** IF MEMORY SERVES: Gay Men, AIDS, and the Promise of the Queer Past. By C. Castiglia & C. Reed. 258 pages. UMPress. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $8.95
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